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GEORGE BEAL - IN MEMORIAM
George Beal, who died on June 4, 1997 at the age
of 85, served the town of Newbury in many ways for
many years. His connections to the town date from
the 1940s when his parents, Kenneth and May,
moved to their farm on Todd Pond. George and his
wife Amey retired to the same land in 1974, when he
began a virtually unbroken 23-year period of service
to the town.
In 1974 he was appointed auditor, the first of his
many town positions. In 1975 he became deputy
town clerk. He served on the board of selectmen from 1977 to 1983 and
from 1984 to 1986. In 1983 he was elected auditor and appointed to the
budget committee. He again served on the budget committee from 1986 to
1990. In 1987 and 1993 he was elected supervisor of the checklist. In 1988
he became librarian of Newbury Public Library, continuing his earlier ca-
reer as a librarian at Tufts University and at Harvard Business School. He
retired as librarian in November 1994, but continued in a part-time capacity
until 1995.
In 1992 his family donated a beautiful globe to the Newbury Public Li-
brary in honor of George's 80th birthday. He invited children to spin the
globe and learn from it. His invitation is still open. In 1993, at the 100th
anniversary of the library, a centennial garden was planted and dedicated as
a memorial to Amey Beal who had served as a library trustee from 1976 to
1981. With donated funds, the trustees plan to construct a bird sanctuary on
the library grounds in memory of George, who was a life-long bird-watcher.
Born on April 16, 1912, the day, as he often remarked, after the Titanic
went down, George Beal lived a rich and varied life. He attended Dart-
mouth College and received his bachelor's and master's degrees in English
from Boston University, where he later taught, a degree in accounting from
Bentiey College, and a master's degree in library science from Simmons
College. He was a teacher, accountant, warehouse inspector, and librarian.
In addition to his service to the town, he was Newbury's representative to
the Kearsarge Council on Aging, a member of the Newbury SCONES, and
the local correspondent for the Argus-Champion. Some may remember his
stints as replacement "Postmistress" when South Newbury still had its own
post office in the village. After retiring as town librarian, George observed
and cared for the wildlife around his home, read, enjoyed visits from friends,
listened to classical music, and adored his two cats, The Great White and
Number Four.
George Beal was an engaging conversationalist, a person of intelli-
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Beginning a newyear with what seems like a ton ofwork facing us, and
coming off a year that went by awfully fast, it's encouraging to look back
and realize that a lot did get accomplished last year. The reports through-
out thisbook will provide details on each department and board, so we will
just briefly recap some items.
Highway— Our roads, as the one thing in town that everyone sees and
uses, are always a high profile issue. This past year our highway depart-
ment has really come together. Through their teamwork and hard work,
and Cal Prussman's leadership, this crew has not only maintained but
improved roads in town. Good road management requires foresight, so we
are pleased with Cal' s continuedwork on a five-yearimprovement plan for
the roads, to efficiently guide their work effort.
Blodgett Sewer System— We made significant improvements to the
sewerplantthispastyear, includingrebuildingtheprimary and secondary
filter beds, to keep the system working efficiently and effectively The state
Department of Environmental Services visited several times and were
very pleased with the attention the system is getting and they are satisfied
the system is working very efficiently.
Transfer Station— Construction on the new building at the transfer
stationwas completed early in January. The finishing workis underwayon
the inside, with a target date of March for it to be in total operation for
recycling, enabling us to handle the growing volume of recycling and
waste materials more efficiently. We continue to look for ways to both
control the cost of recycling and generate income from the recycled
materials in order to offset the cost of the program. For example, we have
purchased a baler for the newspaper and cardboard because recyclers pay
more for baled goods.
Town Docks, Beach, Bell Cove— Many improvements were made to
the harbor area, including repairs to the docks, sand added to the beach
area, plantings and sod placed around the gazebo, and, as the annual
Selectmen's project, bluestone added to the parking lot around the infor-
mation booth and seeding in the picnic area. We have received many
positive comments from residents and nonresidents about the appear-
ance of the harbor area.
During the summer the town gazebo was the site of library-sponsored
story hours for children and evening concerts arranged by the Parks and
Recreation Department. The Selectmen appreciate and applaud these
and other efforts to gather townspeople together and help encourage a
sense of community.
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Master Plan— We thank the committee that put many hours and
much hard work into the update of the master plan. We think everyone
in town should be familiar with this long-range guide to how the town
wants to meet the future. If you are interested in reading about where
the town is going and getting a sense of the collective personality of the
town, we encourage you to borrow a copy of the master plan from the
town office or the library.
Communications— The open and honest flow of communications
between the various boards and departments of town government, and
between them and the public, is necessary for everyone to work to-
gether productively. That said, it is not easy. There is so much going on,
things can get so hectic, that it is quite a challenge to maintain a high
level of communication, especially with so much done by so many who
are volunteers and part-time. While we believe we have made some
improvement over the past year, there is still room for more improve-
ment and we will continue to work on it.
In 1998 we still have to manage the day-to-day business in the
town but we hope to be able to address some long-range plan-
ning. Ongoing population growth and normal progress that occurs
bring about changes that we must try and anticipate, the better
and more efficiently to meet them.
The Board of Selectmen extends its thanks to the employees of the
town and the volunteers who give their time to serve on town boards,
committees and other projects that benefit the town and its people. In
particular we appreciate your response during those times when our
year-round population of 1600 swells to a vacation high of 5500-plus,







For the Year Ending December 31, 1997
DR
Motor Vehicle Permits Issued $223,353.70
Dog Licenses Issued $1,521.50
Boat Registrations $5,480.69
UCC Filings $760.32




Motor Vehicle Permits Issued $223,353.70
Dog Licenses Issued $1,521.50
Boat Registrations $5,480.69
UCC filings $760.32
Vital Record Filings $741.00
Miscellaneous Filings $130.75
Total Credits $231,987.96











Received from Tax Collector $4,081,370.76
Received from Town Clerk 232,079.46
Received from State of NH 120,225.69











Interest on Checking Account 1,213.70
Copies 162.50
Sale ofTown Property 26,342.06
Parks and Recreation 250.00
Sale ofTax Maps, Taxpayer Lists 90.00








Transfers from Investment Accounts $2,942,087.27
Transfers from Sewer Account 14,390.32
Total Transfers $2,956,477.59
Beginning Balance January 1, 1997 $6,906.51
Total Receipts & Beginning Balance $7,511,054.36
Selectmen's Orders Paid ($7,470,045.92)
Balance on December 31, 1997 $41,008.44




Balance January 1, 1997 $127,682.15
Plus: Interest earned 2,439.41
Less: Transfers to General Fund 100,000.00
Balance December 31, 1997 30,121.56
New London Trust
Balance January 1, 1997 $73,637.22
Plus: Interest earned 9,035.07
Transfers from General Fund 2,063,133.18
Less: Transfers to General Fund 2,055,120.00




Blodgett Sewer Checking Account
Balance January 1, 1997 $1,033.83
Plus: Interest earned 10.39
Balance December 31, 1997 $1,044.22
Blodgett Sewer Reserve Account
Balance January 1, 1997 $10,111.12
Plus: Interest earned 404.40
Balance December 31, 1997 10,515.52
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Blodgett Sewer Money Market Account
Balance January 1, 1997 $61,041.55
Plus: Interest earned 2,718.46
Less: Transfer to General Fund 14,390.32
Balance December 31, 1997 49,369.69
Conservation Commission
Balance January 1, 1997 $20,681.34
Plus: Interest earned 465.31
Transfers from General Fund 2,971.50
Less: Transfers to General Fund 4,586.00
Balance December 31, 1997 19,532.15
New Hampshire Public Deposit Insurance Pool
Balance January 1, 1997 $410,450.58
Plus: Interest earned 9,818.01
Transfers from General Fund 600,000.00
Less: Transfers to General Fund 535,000.00
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TAX COLLECTORS REPORT














Taxes Committed to Collector
This Year:
Property Taxes $3,793,317.00




Property Taxes $7,638.55 $1,282.57 $1,939.46 $2,993.20











Fiscal Year: 1997 1996 1995 Prior
Property Taxes $3,535,445.10 $294,539.66 $1,479.34 $1,930.98
Resident Taxes $5,943.00
Land Use Change Tax $29,945.99 $1,650.74
Yield Taxes $41,179.62 $5,028.08 ($1.27)
Sewer Taxes $4,313.93 $22,106.25
Interest on Taxes $27.00 $33.50
Abatements Made:
Property Taxes $2,150.00 $6,252.27 $1,003.00
Uncollected Taxes
End of Year:
Property Taxes $263,360.45 ($1,282.57) ($1,839.46) ($1,777.06)
Yield Taxes $293.88
Utilities $6,961.16

















































The selectmen, town administrator, department heads, board chair-
men and administrative assistant did an excellent job of documenting
expenses, projecting cost changes and requirements and presenting 1998
budget requirements and justifications. The General Operations budget
is presented in the Town Report on 32 budget line items totalling
$1,316,845, which reflects a 3.82 percent increase over the 1997 budget.
Over 450 line items were presented, analyzed, and justified in devel-
oping the General Operations budget. The department heads and board
chairmen presented their respective budgets, provided analysis and jus-
tification for each line item, and presented future plans and requirements.
The selectmen and budget committee members challenged various line
items, discussed alternatives and identified changing conditions to mini-
mize budget increases while meeting the town's requirements. Significant
changes in the budget are addressed below:
• Election and Registration: increase of 39.5 percent due to increased
(double) meetings and voting issues.
• Legal Expenses: increase of 20 percent projects cases and costs.
• Personnel Administration: increase of 11.5 percent reflects
increased health insurance costs offset in part by reduced
disability insurance.
• Planning: reduced 25.7 percent reflecting the completion of the
Master Plan update.
• General Government Buildings: reduced 19.5 percent reflecting
completion of repairs, maintenance and improvements to the
Administration building.
• Insurance: reduction of 31.5 percent due to refunds in Workers
Compensation.
• Police Department: increased 7.3 percent for additional part-time
officers, and equipment and training.
• Fire Department: increase of 12.5 percent for equipment needs.
Please note the entire fire department budget represents only
approximately $32.38 per building or household. One saves more
than this per year in insurance costs.
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• Highway Maintenance: increase of7.3 percent for equipment, gravel,
building maintenance, tires, parts and guard rails. This budget
was increased after extended discussion of roadway repairs and
maintenance needs, e.g., the quantity of gravel was increased by
30 percent from 1997 to 8,000 cubic yards needed to bring un-
paved roads to proper grade and base. This budget is closely
associated with warrant articles 9, 10 and 16 which address re-
quirements for equipment, labor and road resurfacing. These
items have been analyzed on the basis of a 5-year plan in prepara-
tion to preserve and upgrade town roads.
• Health Agencies: increase of 12.3 percent for increased community
action services.
• Parks & Recreation: increased 13.8 percent for improved services and
activities.
• Sewer Department: increased budget by 19.0 percent for additional
operations, labor, building maintenance, training and certification.
The Budget Committee supports the General Operations budget and
notes that the general increase in the tax base will cover the increase in the
budget without impacting the tax rate.
Ron Williams, Budget Committee
mm&
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SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
1997 Assessed Valuation
Value of Land Only:
Acres Valuation Totals
Current Use 10,705 $467,330
Residential 7,966 128,760,216
Commercial / Industrial 2,922 2,053,750
Total of Taxable Land 21,593 $131,281,296
Tax Exempt & Non-Taxable
($8,834,372)











Blind Exemptions (Number: 1) $15,000
Elderly Exemptions (Number: 9) 170,000
Total Dollar Amount of Exemptions
Net Valuation onWhich the Tax Rate
is Computed
Revenues Received from Payments in Lieu ofTaxes:
State and Federal Forest Land, Recreation and/or
Flood Control Land $931
Other (John Hay Nat'l Wildlife) 19,999
TAX CREDITS
Limit
Totally & permanently disabled veterans,
their spouses or widows,
and widows of veterans $700
Other war service credits $50
Wood Heating Credits $75










The launching ofthe library renovation project was the library's most
significant new undertaking of 1997. With the help of a renovation com-
mittee of interested citizens, the trustees hired an architect, selected a
design for the renovated building, and initiated a fund raising campaign.
Moreover, continuing the trend of the past several years, the library's
patronage and circulation increased significantly in 1997, and the library
added important new services and materials.
Renovation Project. Our library building is too small to house our
growing collection and to meet our community's needs for programs and
services. Recognizing the need for a larger facility, voters approved an
appropriation of $5,000.00 for architectural services at town meeting in
1997. The renovation committee met regularly during the spring and
summer and spent many hours in the process ofselecting an architect and
approving a design. The committee selected Patricia Sherman as the
architect, and approved the plan that has been widely circulated and is on
display at the library.
To offset the cost to the town, the library launched a fund raising
campaign in November 1997. The campaign included direct mailings to
all Newbury property owners and others, and applications for grants from
private foundations. The trustees hired a consulting firm for assistance
with the mailings. A Newbury resident generously donated money to
cover the cost of fund raising.
Although the applications to private foundations had not yielded any
grants by early 1998, the mailings had resulted in donations and pledges
of over $90,000.00. A current report of the fund raising campaign will be
given at the 1998 town meeting.
Patronage and Circulation. More patrons visited the library and
checked out more books in 1997 than in 1996. The increase in circulation
since 1987 is dramatic.
Patronage and Circulation: 1997 vs. 1996 vs. 1987
1997 1996 1987
Patron visits 3,759 3,166 NA
Grownups' books 3,058 2,846 721
Children's books 2.253 1.933 437
Total books 5,311 4,779 1,158
The present library building is virtually unchanged since 1963, yet,
in the past ten years, the circulation has increased almost fivefold.
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Services. Julia Allen voluntarily conducts a weekly children's story
hour at the library at 10:30 a.m. onWednesdays when school is in session.
She reads stories to the children and coordinates related projects. During
the summer of 1997, at the harbor gazebo, she led a library-sponsored
program, "Beat the Heat, Read!" The library welcomes preschoolers of all
ages to these programs.
The library upgraded its computer services in 1997 by adding free
public internet access and by expanding the automated interlibrary loan
system. The library now fills electronic requests from other libraries. The
New Hampshire State Library operates an interlibrary loan delivery ser-
vice at no cost to the library or to our patrons. Interlibrary loan activity,
both automated and manual, increased in 1997.
Interlibrary Loan Activity: 1997 vs. 1996
1997 1996
Book requested 261 206
Books received 256 162
Books lent 58
In 1997, the library continued to build its computerized catalog. By
early 1998, 2,380 titles had been added to the database of holdings.
Upon request, the library delivers materials to the homebound, and
offers curbside service to people who are unable to come into the library.
The renovated building will allow full access to the disabled.
New Materials. The library acquired 280 newbooks in 1997, including
93 children's books. With funds raised by the Friends of the Library, the
library purchased a new set of encyclopedias. Many titles were donated,
and the library acquired several audiobooks and CD-ROMs.
LibraryNews. Many donations were given in memory ofGeorge Beal,
who died on June 4, 1997. His gregarious nature and sharp intellect did
much to advance library service in Newbury. The trustees plan to use the
donated funds to construct abird sanctuary nearthe library in his memory.
During the fall of 1997, the selectmen appointed Shelly Candidus to
replace Claire Pozniak as library trustee. Claire Pozniak resigned after
many years of dedicated service to the library. For many years before
becoming a trustee, she organized and conducted the children's story
hour program and was an active leader of the Friends of the Library. The
trustees and librarians thank Claire for all that she has done to promote
and improve our library.
PleaseVisit the Library. The library is a friendly place where you have
access to leisure reading materials, and where you may seriously pursue
your information needs. The library maintains a representative collection
ofbest sellers, and has print and computerized resources that can help you
find almost any information.
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The Library NeedsYour Support. The New Hampshire legislature has
declared in RSA 202-A:l that "the public library is a valuable supplement
to the formal system of free public education and as such deserves ad-
equate financial support from government at all levels. " By voting to fund
the renovation project, you will be providing the support that your public
library needs to fulfill its educational mission. Newbury needs an ex-
panded library and your vote will help make the new library a reality.









The Historical Society met on four dates in 1997: April 11, June 6,
July 20, and November 7. Activity was quiet, with most of our attention
being focused on the federal grant for Sherman Hall and setting up the
speaker for the annual meeting.
One of our first priorities at Sherman Hall was the recommendation
to monitor atmospheric conditions at several locations inside the build-
ing over a period of time. Variations in temperature and relative humidity
are some of the worst enemies to paper, wood and other organic materi-
als. Controlling these forces is vital to the preservation of our town's
historical papers and records.
The major problem we face is the cost of the equipment to do the job
correctly. The ideal solution for long-term monitoring are gadgets called
data boxes, placed throughout the building to take samples at set times.
When readings have been taken, they can be plugged into a computer to
print out results. These are expensive and apparently cannot be leased.
An alternative is for us to manually take readings - day and night - and
make a running log.
It is important to have these readings before we can try to correct
any weak points in the building. According to the Conservation Assess-
ment Program (CAP), "Stability of temperature and relative humidity are
critical to long-term preservation of collections. . . Repositories for col-
lections should attempt to maintain stable conditions with temperature
below 72 degrees F. and a relative humidity between 35 and 55 percent
year-round. Conditions should be maintained 24 hours a day, 365 days a
year." The Society continues to address this problem and hopes to have
an answer soon.
1997 saw the second printing of the "Beginnings" booklet, first
printed for the Newbury Bi-Centennial in 1978. It spans the devel-
opment of the town from 1740-1800. The reprint is in the same
format as the original. Copies are available from anyone in the
Historical Society at a cost of $5.00.
Our annual meeting was held on July 20 at the Center Meeting House.
It featured guest speaker Jere Daniell, who gave a talk titled "Origins of New
Hampshire Towns - Newbury, A Special Case." The meeting went smoothly
and Mr. Daniell' s talk was well received. Our thanks to him and the New
Hampshire Humanities Council for their participation.
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The treasurer's report saw us at $2,388.36 at the beginning of 1997
and $1,930.66 at year's end. Two 3-year CDs are held by Lake Sunapee
Bank, one for $900.00 and one for $500.00. Our savings account has
$1,397.19, which is made up from the Federal Grant, interest accumu-
lated, and two life-time memberships at $100 each, which will be
transferred into a CD at the end of three years.
The Historical Society membership now stands at 40 family, 19 indi-
vidual, 2 business, and 16 life-time.
Sherman Hall and its collection of documents is open to the public
from April through October, by appointment. Contact Carl Gissler at
763-4640 or any other board member to make arrangements.
Carl Gissler, President




Swim lessons at the town beach were cancelled this summer due to
staffing difficulties. Lessons had been scheduled but the instructors
notified the Parks and Recreation Department that they were unable to
fulfill their commitment the day before the lessons were to begin. To avoid
this kind of problem in the future, the Parks and Recreation Department
has been proactive in recruiting and contracting with a swimming instruc-
tor for the summer of 1998. The new instructor has experience with other
towns in the Kearsarge area and we believe will be reliable and well-
received by the town.
Two teen dances were offered again this year. The teen dances proved
to be as successful this year as theywere last year. The first dance featured
a disc jockey, Brian Ames, and the second dance provided the teens with
a band called "Zen Flower. " Many of the teens stated that they had a great
time and are looking forward to next year's dances. The Parks and Recre-
ation Department will be offering an additional teen dance for the 1998
summer season.
The Concerts on the Beach continue to be an enjoyable component of
the programs offered by the Parks and Recreation Department. The 1997
season started slowlywith low attendance, but those attendees spread the
word and the concerts became wonderful community events.
The department is still seeking land for a town park or field. It is our
hope thatwe will be able to offer awider range ofactivities and community
gatherings with the use of a large open space. Some locations have been
identified that could be suitable but more work must be done for a
Newbury recreational area.




Friends of the John Hay National Wildlife Refuge
As the winter snows began to melt in late March, a significant transi-
tion took place at The Fells. A newly created non-profit organization, the
Friends of the John Hay National Wildlife Refuge, took over operational
and management responsibilities for the buildings, gardens, and 62 acres
at the core of the 163-acre Refuge. A 20-year Memorandum of Under-
standing was signed by the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service (the owners of the
property) and the Friends.
The Garden Conservancy (based in Cold Spring, NewYork) transferred
financial and management responsibility to the Friends, while continuing
to help underwrite the cost of garden rehabilitation. The Fells is only the
second project of the Garden Conservancy to make the leap to indepen-
dence. Work on the landscape this year included extensive replanting of
the rock garden, nursery expansion, tree removal and pruning, and inven-
tory and mapping projects. Landscape and garden preservation efforts
were again enhanced through the dedicated work of over 50 volunteers
who worked in crews on Tuesday and Thursday mornings, and watered
regularly on weekends throughout the dry summer.
The State ofNew Hampshire, Division of Parks and Recreation, with-
drew as stewards of the historic summer home of John Hay, and made a
three-year commitment for continued financial support. Late in the
summer, through the advocacy of the John Hay Commission, the State
fulfilled its commitment to paint the Main House. After several weeks of
scraping, cold weather forced the contractors to delay completion of the
job until the spring of '98. The cooperation and support the Friends
received from the State, the Garden Conservancy, and the Hay Commis-
sion are much appreciated.
The Friends' 23 member Board of Trustees hired its first Executive
Director in April, and offered continued employment to the garden staff
and house tour guide. Approximately 350 individuals or families joined
our new membership program. A new self-guided site brochure and self-
service admission fee were introduced. Events helped raise funds to
support the Friends operation, and the sixth annual Plant Sale, Benefit
Auction, Hay Day and Cruise on Lake Sunapee brought many new visitors
to The Fells. The Boston Globe and Garden Design magazine ran feature
articles on the gardens in May and July, respectively.
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Educational partners, the Lake Sunapee Protective Association and
the Society for the Protection of New Hampshire Forests, joined with the
Friends to offer a full program in horticulture, environmental conserva-
tion, and history. Highlights ofour summer season were free guided walks
on Thursday afternoons, an evening lecture series, horticulture classes,
and the LSPA/Montshire Museum of Science Day Camp.
The John HayCommission sponsored a planning retreat in March that
generated a clear course for the future. Based on those priorities, the
Friends' planning committee moved forward on plans for an improved
parking lot at the Gatehouse. In early December, the U.S. Fish & Wildlife
Service announced a $1 million appropriation for the Hay Refuge, specifi-
cally targeted for improvements to the buildings- structural weakness,
chronic drainage problems, and antiquated electrical, plumbing, and
heating systems. A Fish & Wildlife Service engineering team will adminis-
ter the funds, and will consult with representatives from the Friends, the
State Historic Preservation Office, the John Hay Commission, and the
town of Newbury.
As we look ahead to 1998, we anticipate a year of planning for the
future. We will maintain our commitment to continued excellence in
educational programs and land and garden stewardship. Through coop-
eration will the many individuals and organizations that support the work
of the Friends, and through our membership program, we hope to con-
tinue to offer visitors an experience of this historic summer property that
teaches the same respect for the land that the Hay family understood, re-
connects them to the natural world, and inspires them with its beauty. We
invite all residents of Newbury to join the Friends, and remember to take





The Information Booth at Newbury Harbor was a busy spot during
the summer of 1997. The location, the attractive plantings and Lake
Sunapee sign encouraged many travelers to stop and ask about activities
in the area. The booth was open five hours a day, five days a week from
Memorial Day through mid-September and averaged 15 to 20 visitors
per day.
The most commonly asked questions concerned camping areas, hik-
ing trails, locations of hotels/motels, and where to rent and launch a
boat. Hundreds of New Hampshire maps were given out, along with
Lake Sunapee area maps and locations along Routes 103A and 103B.
Other hand-outs were available from local businesses and organizations.
Our visitors came from all across America, as well as Germany, France,
England, India and many from Japan. The Japanese visitors kept me
busy taking their pictures by the Lake Sunapee sign. Many visitors pro-
longed their stop to have lunch at our picnic area or just to sit at the
tables and watch the activity on the lake. People were friendly and
appreciated the beauty of our town. I, in turn, appreciated the chance to






Kearsarge Regional School Board
Our school district has many assets: the talent and dedication of our
staff, the depth and quality ofthe curriculum, the adequacy and improved
maintenance of our facilities, the awards and recognitions earned by our
students, faculty and administrators, the support of the community, and
the conviction throughout the District that we can continue to improve.
With all of our strengths we are not without challenges.
Improving communication and teamwork within the District is a
major need. This requires a continuing effort by the Board and
Administration and an open dialog with the staff concerning the
decision making process in the District.
Like most schools in the country, we need to improve student achieve-
ment in math and science. A new math series, additional coaching and
support for teachers provided by our talented math coordinator, and an
expanded algebra program at the Middle School are all directed toward
improvement. Reading and writing skills remain a central focus for
improvement both at the elementary level and at the higher grades. Each
school has a School Improvement Plan developed by the faculty and their
Principal to provide the focus.
Other significant improvements include an expansion of the music
and foreign language programs at the elementary and middle school level.
A major effort is under way at the Middle School to provide more project
oriented teaching integrated across the curriculum. Research shows that
children learn better by doing and that they learn in different ways. At the
same time, reports from business groups emphasize the importance of
students learning how to work effectively in teams. The new teaching
techniques at the Middle School seek to meet both of these criteria. The
new Co-op program at the high school is teaching marketable skills in
computer graphics, health industry skills, and culinary arts. To provide
better career planning and a sense of the relevance of education, the
"School toWork Program" is offering an extensive program ofjob shadow-
ing and has built new partnerships with business.
Even with these improvements, good cost control has resulted in
keeping increases in the cost per student below the rate of inflation.
However, increases in the number ofstudents puts continuing pressure on
the District.
I would like to publicly thank all of the members of the Kearsarge
family for their devoted service to our children. The strength ofour District
is in our staff and our community support. Building on that strength, we
will continue to improve.
Dean E. Bensley
Kearsarge Regional School Board
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CEMETERY TRUSTEES
Maintenance crews were finishing fall cleanup in the cemeteries just
prior to the first early snow in November.
Our cemeteries continue to be a source of pride for all with the lovely,
varied stones and the U. S. flags displayed on the plots of veterans, some
dating back to the Revolutionary War.
This year the maps of the major cemeteries were updated and copied
for easier and clearer use. Routine cleaning ofstones has continued. A rear
gate of the Marshall cemetery was replaced. In the late spring we expect
to grade and reseed the new section of the Marshall cemetery where
erosion has occurred.
The town is currently studying the possible assumption of care of the
Twiss and Gillingham cemeteries.






The Planning Board's major accomplishment this year was the pub-
lication of the ten-year master plan for the town. It took a little longer
than expected to finish up, but after a public hearing in August, it was
finally approved in December. This is a well-focussed look at the town
and where it should be going in the next ten years. Interested parties
may pick up a copy at the Town Office building.
In this year's voting, all amendments to the zoning regulations ex-
cept the Planning Board's number one were passed. The two petitioned
amendments pertaining to sludge passed. During this year there were
no applications for site plan review to spread sludge.
In its day-to-day work the board was kept busy with hearings and
reviewing conceptual plans. The board approved amendments to two
major subdivision plans, approved four simple subdivisions, one annex-
ation, and one lot line adjustment. The board also reviewed conceptual
plans for five subdivisions, two simple subdivisions, and one lot line
adjustment. Four site plans were reviewed on a conceptual basis.
During the latter part of the year, the board reviewed the zon-
ing ordinance for any needed revisions. The amendments being
presented at the 1998 town meeting are primarily housekeeping in
nature. The board hopes you will take the time to vote on them at
the coming town meeting.
I wish to thank the members of the board for their participation this
year. There was no turnover in membership. Every member gave gener-
ously of his or her time and contributed greatly to the work of the board.
For those interested in serving on the board, it is not necessary for
them to start out standing for election. Anyone wishing to see if they
would like to serve may apply to the Board of Selectmen to be appointed
as an alternate member of the Planning Board. Alternates may partici-
pate in all board business except for voting and when a member is
absent, may vote in place of that member at the discretion of the chair.
William M. Weiler, Chairman
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Upper Valley Lake Sunapee Regional
Planning Commission
The Upper Valley Lake Sunapee Regional Planning Commission
(UVLSRPC) is a voluntary association of 31 towns. The Commission is con-
cerned with the development of comprehensive plans for beneficial and
balanced economic, environmental and social growth in the Region. It func-
tions as a research, resource and informational agency and,when appropriate,
acts to obtain Federal, State and other approvals, grants-in-aid, loans and
similar assistance for individual member towns and for the Region. The
Commission provides technical assistance to member communities in the
areas of planning (land use, transportation, water quality, etc.), mapping,
community development, grantsmanship and grant administration. In addi-
tion, regional studies, such as our Regional Transportation Plan, and regional
projects, such as household hazardous waste collections and the Connecticut
River Scenic Byway Study, are undertaken to the benefit of more than one
community.
Thanks are due to both the Vermont and New Hampshire legislatures for
their continued support. In New Hampshire, the Department ofEnvironmen-
tal Services and the regional planning commissions are putting together a
statewide environmental program which will require that certain specific
tasks be completed in every region, but also allows some funds to be used on
regional environmental priorities. Details are still being worked out. A work
plan will be finalized in early 1998. This is great news! It enables our
Commission to continue our commitment to environmental programs. In
addition to providing staff support to the Economic Development Corpora-
tion of the Upper Valley, we were able to secure funds to develop a two-page
economic summary for each town which will be posted in the Internet. In
1998, each community in the Region will have an Internet presence via our
web page with community information, economic data, a map, statistics and
an economic vision statement.
In the past year, services such as our Planning Board training series and
library, which features maps, planning resources and US Census data, were
available to all of our member communities. Newbury residents have taken
advantage of some ofthese services. A complete list of services which benefit
our members is attached.
In 1997, our work specifically for the Town of Newbury included:
• Applied for funds to continue work with Lake Sunapee Protective
Association on water quality issues.
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• Continued work on the revision of the Town Master Plan. This year,
an introduction to the Plan was drafted, the Land Use and Natural
and Cultural Resources Chapters were re-written, new maps were
completed for the Plan and the draft document was prepared for
public hearing in July.
• Applied for funds to digitize Newbury soils.
• Researched techniques used for watershed studies in other New
England states for applicability to Lake Sunapee watershed.
• Assisted Planning Board with development of zoning amendments.
• Continued to support the Planning Board by providing a circuit-
riding planner to assist in review of subdivision and site plan
review applications.
• Provided information on National Recreational Trail Act grant
application.
• Developed scope of work and provided administrative and staff
support for Lake Sunapee Cultural and Scenic Byway Study. Inter-
pretative signs are being designed and plans are being developed
for a new information center.
• Developed GIS base and streams map for the Board of Selectmen.
• Organized a regional household hazardous waste collection and
arranged for participation of Newbury residents.
• Maintained geographic information system data for Newbury.
Our Commission looks forward to serving Newbury in the coming year.
UVLSRPC Services Which Benefit All Member Communities
- Assist residents of member communities as, and when, asked.
- Meet with state officials and agency representatives to influence policy
and to help keep the Region an active participant in many ongoing
programs. This includes activity with transportation, solid waste, eco-
nomic development, and environmental regulatory agencies in both New
Hampshire and Vermont.
- Maintain a library of regional data, maps and planning resources, and
answer many requests for information.
- Use the Geographical Information System (GIS) to perform mapping and
analyses for member communities.
- Assist the Upper Valley Solid Waste District in dealing with solid waste
issues. Provide general staff support for the District.
-Organize and administer regional household hazardous waste collections.
- Provide administrative support for the UpperValley Household Hazard-
ous Waste Committee.
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- Work in cooperation with the Sullivan County Economic Development
Commission.
- Serve on the Green Mountain Economic Development Corporation and
the Economic Development Corporation of the Upper Valley (EDCUV)
boards of directors.
- Provide staff and office space to EDCUV.
- Began a newprogram which provides economic development assistance
to towns and businesses in Grafton County.
- Sponsor local sessions of the NH Municipal Law Lecture Series.
- Provide technical assistance to Advance Transit and Rideshare.
- Use the Regional Transportation Advisory Committee to develop regional
policies and recommendations for the Regional Transportation Plan.
- Provide data about our regional build-out analysis which forecasts the
population and number of dwellings in the Region when totally built out.
- Revise and update the Regional Plan.
- Comply with applicable Vermont Act 200 requirements at the local,
regional and state level, including participation in the Council of Regional
Commissions.
- Participate in Vermont Act 250 reviews and review of development of
regional impact in New Hampshire.
- Sponsor planning board training sessions in New Hampshire andVermont.
- Work with Upper Valley Land Trust and the Society for the Protection of
NH Forests to protect open space and conserve important parcels ofland.
- Participate in and work with the Connecticut River Joint Commissions.
- Review land use controls and master plans, and suggest amendments.
- Produce our newsletter to provide information about planning issues
and other topics of regional concern.
- Organize a monthly brown bag lunch for selectmen and town managers
where regional and local issues are discussed on an informal basis.
- Update the Regional Profile, a compendium of information about the
Region. Many businesses use this resource.
- Focus on the regional economy through our Economic Initiative Project.
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ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Activity at theZBA remained low in 1 997. Fourteen appeals were made
to the Board. They were as follows:
12 Special Exceptions were granted, 4 with conditions
2 Variances were granted, 1 with conditions
The Planning Board has proposed several changes to the zoning
ordinances for 1998. Changes include expansion, reconstruction, and
alterations to homes within the Shoreland District and regulating storm
water run off into Newbury's lakes and streams. These will present new
challenges to the ZBA for the upcoming year.
Presently, there are no court cases pending.
I want to take the opportunity to thank the folks who continue to
volunteer their time to assure that the zoning ordinances are applied in a
fair and consistent manner in Newbury.
Dean E. Bensley
Chairman, Zoning Board ofAdjustment
Del Harris, Vice-Chairman and Member
Suzanne Levine, Alternate Member
Cindy Michie, Member
Katheryn Holmes, Alternate Member
Carolyn Cassady, Alternate Member and Secretary
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POLICE REPORT
In this year's report I would like to start by commending Officer John
Simonds. John served the Town of Newbury for five years as a full-time
police officer/EMT/ Fire Fighter. Replacing John will be a major task as he
not only takes with him eight years of law enforcement experience, but
also a special dedication to serve his community. All is not lost. John does
remain as a part-time officer with our agency. We wish John well in his
new career.
In looking at the activity from year to year a number of concerns were
found. Our service calls and community contacts were down while night-
time burglaries, assaults, fraud, domestic violence, and juvenile delin-
quency have all gone up.
ChiefJames S. Valiquet








Residential Forcible Entry 8 2 5
Residential No Forcible Entry 1 2 1
Commercial 2 1 2
Total 11 5 8
Thefts
Attempted 1 3
Committed 62 60 52
Total 63 63 52
Recovered Stolen Vehicle 1
Simple Assault 4 2 3
Forgery 2 3
Fraud." 11 4 3
Recovered Stolen Property 3
Larceny 1
Criminal Mischief 26 29 19
Discharge of Firearms 5
Sexual Offenses 2 2
Drug Offenses 11 10
Family Offenses..., 1 1 1
Neglect 1 1













Harassment by Phone 7
Noise Complaints 12
Unwanted Guest 7





















Abandoned Motor Vehicles 11
Traffic Hazard 28
Parking Offenses 13











































Hazard Non-motor vehicle 21
Lost Property 14
Lost or Stolen Plates 4
Missing Person (adult) 3


























Vacant House Check, request 80












































Dog Ordinance Violations 42
Dog Bite 3
All Other (dog) 24

























In 1997 we saw a 20 percent reduction in calls. A break-down of these
calls appears below.
There is a new category this year, Search and Rescue. This type of call
takes more manpower and more man hours to handle. The town of
Newbury has many miles ofhiking trails and snowmobile trails. When you
are out on one ofthe trails, do not go alone. Carry a map ofthe trail system
and check the weather forecast before you leave. Please use appropriate




NEWBURY FIRE DEPARTMENT OFFICERS
Fire Chief Henry Thomas, Jr.











Standing Committee John Croteau
Standing Committee David Kinsman
Standing Committee George Mellen
1997 FIRE DEPARTMENT CALLS
Auto Accidents 19 False Alarm 5
Service Calls 3 Wires Down 7
Falls/Trauma 23 In-House Medical 29
Mutual Aid 4 Natural Death 3
Chimney Fires 1 Structure Fire 1
Vehicle Fires 1 Respiratory Problem 9
Fuel Spill 2 Search & Rescue 4
Cardiac Problems 4
Smoke/Odor Problems 4 TOTAL CALLS 119
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BRADFORD RESCUE SQUAD
In 1997 the Bradford Rescue Squad responded to 206 calls, 101 in the
town of Bradford, 61 in Newbury, 36 in Sutton, and 8 inWarner. Eighty- six
patients were transported to New London Hospital and fifty-one patients
were transported to Concord Hospital. Fifty-six responses were made
which resulted in no patient transport, and the ambulance stood by at
thirty-four fires during the year. The Squad is presently made up of 23
volunteers, 10 from Bradford, 8 from Sutton, and 5 from Newbury.
Jim Raymond and Bob Moore both retired after many years of service
to the squad and were recognized with plaques of appreciation. Bob was
an EMT for the past 10+ years and was a member of the original Board of
Directors which was responsible for the initial set-up ofthe squad. Jim had
been a member of the squad since its beginning in 1971.
Members of the Bradford Rescue Squad were deeply saddened by the
loss of Parker McCartney who passed away in July. Parker held various
officer positions on the squad for the past ten years. He was an EMT
instructor and dedicated member of the Emergency Medical Services
community. A fund has been established in his memory and will be used
for educational purposes.
Fund raising events for 1998 will focus on collecting enough funds to
purchase a new cardiac defibrillator. Although the one in use received a
clean bill of health in December, it is 19 years old and parts and batteries
for it will only be available for another eighteen months.
As always, one of our greatest needs as a volunteer squad is the
volunteers themselves. If anyone is interested in learning more about
becoming a member, please contact one ofthe members listed below. We
wish you all a healthy and safe year!
OFFICERS: MEMBERS:
Captain: Gail Olson, EMT-I Kate Bailey, EMT
Lieutenant: Mary Beth Fenton, EMT Rick Bailey, EMT
Training Officer: Felicia Starr, EMT Ralph Carroll, EMT
Secretary: Jenn Simonds, EMT Mike Dunn, EMT-I
Treasurer: Sue Vitale, EMT Peter Fenton, Driver
Maintenance: Preston Starr, EMT-I Lee-Ann Freire, EMT











NEWBURY FOREST FIRE WARDEN
& STATE FOREST RANGER
To aid your Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department and State Forest
Ranger, contact your local Warden or Fire Department to find out if a
permit is required for burning. Violations of RSA227-L: 17, the fire permit
law, and the other burning laws ofthe State are misdemeanors punishable
by fines ofup to $2,000 and/or a year in jail. Violators are also liable for all
fire suppression costs.
There are ten Forest Rangers who work for the New Hampshire Divi-
sion of Forests and Lands, Forest Protection Bureau. State Forest Rangers
are available to assist communities with forest fire suppression, preven-
tion and training programs, as well as the enforcement of forest fire and
timber harvest laws. If you have any questions regarding forest fire or
timber harvest laws, please call our office at 271-2217.
There are 2,400 Forest Fire Wardens and Deputy Forest Fire Wardens
throughout the state. Each town has a Forest Fire Warden and several
Deputy Wardens who assist the Forest Rangers with forest fire suppres-
sion, prevention and law enforcement. The 1997 fire season was a safe
period for wildland firefighters with no major injuries reported. Drought
conditions experienced during the early summer months significantly
affected the total number of fires reported during the season.
The state ofNew Hampshire operates 15 fire towers, 2 mobile patrols
and 3 contract aircraft patrols. This early detection and reports from
citizens aid in the quick response from local fire departments. This is a
critical factor in controlling the size ofwildland fires and keeping the loss
of property and suppression costs as low as possible.
1997 Fire Statistics (reported
Fires Reported by County
through December 23, 1997)
Causes of Fires Reported
Belknap 58 Smoking 54
Carroll 96 Debris burning 261
Cheshire 63 Campfire 99
Coos 29 Power Line 33
Grafton 51 Railroad 3
Hillsborough 145 Equipment Use 23
Merrimack 148 Lightning 14
Rockingham 54 Children 60
Strafford 63 OHRV






With this winter's severe ice storm and tree damage, I suspect that a lot
ofyou will be looking to burn come Spring. Please try to get your cleanup
done as early as you can while we still have snow cover. Once the snow is
gone, permit laws will again be in effect. There will be much more drying
debris on our forest floor and tighter restrictions may be in effect with any
dry spell this year.
Permits are available from me, Dave Smith, or at the H&H General
Store from Hank or Helga Thomas. I thank them for again offering this
service. Please plan ahead to obtain a permit. If you have any questions,
call 938-5925.
Douglas C. Miner, Forest Ranger
David G. Smith, Fire Warden
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT
This year, 1997, did not require any expenditures. Other than a few
storms in late summer and early fall, the weather was rather normal.
However, 1998 will be avery different picture. The ice storm in January
caused severe damage to power lines and roads. A great deal of assistance
was required to open roads, assist citizens and to support those people
working to accomplish these tasks. A full report will be in the 1998 Town
Report.
Ed Thorson, Office ofEmergencyManagement
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TOWN WARRANT
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 1998
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM 1:00 P.M. TO 7:00 P.M.
To the inhabitants of the Town of Newbury in the
County of Merrimack in said state qualified to vote in
town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Office
Building in said Newbury on Tuesday, the tenth (10)
day of March, next at one of the clock in the afternoon,
to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose all necessary town officers for
the ensuing year.
2. To vote on amendments to existing zoning
ordinances.
3. To see if the town will vote to approve the provi-
sions of RSA 287-E relative to playing games of bingo
and lucky seven in Newbury.
4. To see if the town will vote to modify the elderly
exemptions from property tax in the town of Newbury,
based on assessed value, for qualified taxpayers, to be
as follows:
for a person 65 years of age up to 75 years, $20,000
for a person 75 years of age up to 80 years, $30,000
for a person 80 years of age or older, $40,000
To qualify, the person must have been a New Hamp-
shire resident for at least 5 years, own the real estate
individually or jointly, or if the real estate is owned by
such person's spouse, they must have been married for
at least 5 years. In addition, the taxpayer must have a
net income of not more than $13,400 or, if married, a
combined net income of less than $20,400; and own
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net assets not in excess of $35,000 excluding the value
of the person's residence.
5. To see if the town will vote to adopt an exemption
for the disabled from the property tax in the town of
Newbury, based on assessed value, for qualified tax-
payers, to be as follows: $20,000. To qualify, the person
must have been a New Hampshire resident for at least
5 years and own and occupy the real estate individually
or jointly, or if the real estate is owned by a spouse, they
must have been married for at least 5 years. In addi-
tion, the taxpayer must have a net income of not more
than $13,400 or, if married, a combined net income of
not more than $20,400; and own net assets not in
excess of $35,000 excluding the value of the person's
residence.
The town shall recess the business portion of the
meeting until Wednesday, March 11, 1998, at 7:00 p.m.
at the safety services building.
6. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropri-
ate the sum of $425,000 for the construction of an
addition to the existing Library with all furnishings and
to be in compliance with ADA regulations and to au-
thorize the issuance of not more than $325,000 ofbonds
or notes in accordance with the provisions of the Mu-
nicipal Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33) and to authorize
the Selectmen to issue and negotiate such bonds or
notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon;
Furthermore, to authorize the acceptance and expen-
diture of donations in the amount of $100,000 to offset
this appropriation. (Recommended by the Selectmen.)
(2/3 ballot vote required.)
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7. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropri-
ate the sum of $1,316,845 for general operations:
1997 1998
1. EXECUTIVE OFFICE $88,136 $92,434
2. ELECTION AND REGISTRATION 4,000 5,582
3. FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION 56,055 56,825
4. LEGAL EXPENSE 10,000 12,000
5. PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION... 109,835 123,190
6. PLANNING 12,730 9,461
7. ZONING 2,465 2,506
8. GENERAL GOVERNMENT
BUILDINGS 26,286 21,148
9. CEMETERIES 10,561 10,771
10. INSURANCE 45,275 31,000
11. REGIONAL ASSOCIATIONS 1,253 1,253
12. TOWN REPORTS 2,700 3,700
13. POLICE DEPARTMENT 153,096 164,297
14. FIRE DEPARTMENT 37,429 42,104
15. FOREST FIRES 872 600
16. BUILDING INSPECTION 3,550 3,550
17. OFFICE OF
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT 100 100
18. HIGHWAY MAINTENANCE 379,486 407,172
19. STREET LIGHTING 15,390 15,630
20. TRANSFER STATION 114,291 114,885
21. HEALTH AGENCIES, CAP 9,210 10,341
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22. WELFARE 7,650 7,650
23. INFORMATION BOOTH 2,250 2,800
24. PARKS & RECREATION 15,835 18,025
25. LIBRARY 18,440 18,440
26. CONSERVATION COMMISSION 366 825
27. HISTORICAL SOCIETY 250 250
28. INTEREST-TAX
ANTICIPATION NOTES 2,000 500
29. SEWER DEPARTMENT 43,776 52,097
30. BOND/NOTE
PRINCIPAL & INTEREST 77,500 72,415
31. AMBULANCE DEDUCTIBLES 1,000 1,000
32. SAFETY
COMMUNICATION SERVICES 16,635 14,294
TOTALS 1,268,422 1,316,845
8. To hear the reports of the town officers, agents
and committees heretofore chosen and pass any vote
related thereto.
9. To see if the town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to enter into a lease/purchase agreement
for the purpose of leasing a front end loader for the
Highway Department, and to raise and appropriate the
sum of $15,000 for that purpose.
10. To see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $88,600 to resurface a por-
tion of Sutton Road.
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11. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropri-
ate the sum of $7,500 to construct recreational fields at
Bradbury Sportsfields.
12. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropri-
ate the sum of $88,000 for the following existing capital







13. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropri-
ate the sum of $9,000 to be placed in the following
existing RSA 31:19-a maintenance expendable trust




TOWN OFFICE EQUIPMENT 3,000
14. To see if the town will vote to enter into a lease/
purchase agreement for land owned by Cersosimo In-
dustries, and to raise and appropriate the sum of
$28,000 for said land located across the street from the
transfer station which would be used for a new high-
way garage and future municipal uses.
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15. To see if the town will vote to establish a Capital
Reserve Fund under the provisions of RSA 35:1 for the
purpose of Municipal Buildings and to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of twenty five thousand dollars
($25,000) to be placed in this fund. (Recommended by
the selectmen.)
16. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropri-
ate the sum of $15,426 for adding an additional full-time
highway worker.
17. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropri-
ate the sum of $22,270 for the purchase of a Police
Cruiser and to authorize the withdrawal of $22,270
from the Police Department capital reserve fund. No
taxes will need to be raised by this article. (Recom-
mended by the selectmen.)
18. To see if the town will vote to recommend to
New Hampshire Fish & Game that the Wild Goose site
not be used as a public access boat launch.
19. To see if the town will vote to authorize the
Newbury Planning Board to prepare and amend a rec-
ommended program of municipal capital improvement
projects as provided by state statutes RSA 674:5-8.
20. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropri-
ate the sum of $1 for damages caused by the January
1998 Ice Storm and to authorize the acceptance of
matching funds from FEMA and the State to offset this
appropriation.
21. To see if the town will vote to increase the salary
of the Selectmen from $2,000 per year to $3,000. This
article will take effect in FY 1999.
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22. To see if the town will vote to require that the
Selectmen, before disposing of real property, the title to
which has been acquired by tax collector's deed, first
consult with the Conservation Commission, said com-
mission to recommend whether or not the retention of
such real property would be in the best interests of the
town as provided in RSA 80:42-a, subject to final ratifi-
cation of the next annual or special town meeting.
23. To see if the Town will vote to retain ownership
of a certain tract of land, Map #28-396-296. Said land
to be under the trusteeship of the Newbury Conserva-
tion Commission.
24. To see if the Town will vote to retain ownership
of a certain tract of land, Map #29A-259-352. Said land
to be under the trusteeship of the Newbury Conserva-
tion Commission.
25. To see if the Town will vote to discontinue Old
Bay Point Road from Route 103 (at the traffic circle) to
where it ends at the State property line.
26. To see if the Town will vote to enter into a lease/
purchase agreement for land owned by Cersosimo Lum-
ber Company and to raise and appropriate the sum of
$28,000 for said land, located across the street from the
Newbury Transfer Station and to use said land for
Newbury's future athletic fields and recreational use.
Said land may be thinned of timber beyond the areas
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used for athletic fields as part of a managed timber
farming operation but otherwise the land will be pro-
tected with a conservation easement. (By petition, not
recommended by the selectmen.)
27. To transact any other business that may legally
come before said meeting.
NEWBURY BOARD OF SELECTMEN





The Conservation Commission had an active year serving the
community as an advisor to the Selectmen, the Planning Board and the
Zoning Board.
During 1997 the Commission reviewed 26 Intents to Cut, 3 Buffer
Zone tree cutting plans, 7 dock applicatons (Minimum Impact) and 3
Dredge and Fill applications. The most involved review was the timber
cut on Mountain Road where a helicopter was used to remove timber
from steep slopes.
The Commission held a Public Hearing in May to propose expendi-
ture from Commission funds to support a Conservation easement
comprised of 274 acres bordering Lake Todd. The easement support was
approved.
A public Informational Hearing was held in May to withhold four
land parcels (taken for taxes) from the 1997 public auction. The feed-
back from the hearing supported the recommendation to retain two
parcels until Town Meeting; two warrant articles address this activity.
The Commission recommends passing these articles because: one par-
cel is prime wetland and a valuable wildlife habitat; one parcel is a steep
slope adjacent to the Hay Estate.
Meetings of the Conservation Commission are scheduled the sec-










Budget for the Town of Newbury, N.H.
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue













Executive $88,136.00 $86,655.00 $92,434.00
Election, Registration
and Vital Statistics 4,000.00 2,861.00 5,582.00
Financial Administration 56,055.00 56,627.00 56,825.00
Revaluation of Property 0.00 0.00 0.00
Legal Expense 10,000.00 7,163.00 12,000.00
Personnel Administration 109,835.00 109,143.00 127,096.00
Planning & Zoning 15,195.00 13,402.00 11,967.00
General Government Buildings 26,286.00 27,029.00 21,148.00
Cemeteries 10,561.00 10,186.00 10,771.00
Insurance 45,275.00 44,696.00 31,000.00
Advertising and
Regional Association 1,253.00 1,253.00 1,253.00
Other General Government 2,700.00 2,591.00 3,700.00
Public Safety
Police Department 153,096.00 153,164.00 164,297.00
Ambulance 1,000.00 0.00 1,000.00
Fire Department 38,301.00 38,551.00 42,704.00
Building Inspection 3,550.00 2,465.00 3,550.00
Emergency Management 100.00 0.00 101.00
Other Public Safety
(including Communications) 16,635.00 15,387.00 14,294.00
Highways and Streets
Highways and Streets 379,486.00 386,112.00 418,692.00
Bridges 0.00 0.00 0.00
Street Lighting 15,390.00 15,113.00 15,630.00
Sanitation
Solid Waste Collection 30,691.00 32,345.00 37,385.00
Solid Waste Disposal 83,600.00 78,384.00 77,500.00
Health
Health Agencies
and Hospitals 9,945.00 9,945.00 10,341.00
Welfare
Direct Assistance 7,650.00 1,925.00 7,650.00
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Culture and Recreation
Parks and Recreation 15,835.00 17,448.00 25,525.00
Library 23,440.00 23,301.00 18,440.00
Other Culture and Recreation 2,500.00 2,535.00 3,050.00
Conservation









Machinery, Vehicles & Equipment
Buildings
Operating Transfers Out
To Special Revenue Fund
To Capital Reserve Fund
To Expendable Trust Funds












Revenue Revenue Revenue Ensuing
Source of Revenue Prior Year Prior Year Fiscal Year
Taxes
Land Use Change Taxes $10,000.00 $5,943.00 $10,000.00
Yield Taxes 8,000.00 29,326.00 17,000.00
Payment in Lieu
ofTaxes 20,000.00 19,999.00 20,000.00
Other Taxes 6,000.00 5,481.00 6,000.00
Interest and Penalties
on Delinquent Taxes 60,000.00 42,455.00 50,000.00
Licenses, Permits and Fees
Business Licenses and Permits 3,000.00 4,951.00 4,000.00
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 190,000.00 224,364.00 220,000.00
Building Permits 5,000.00 5,255.00 6,000.00
Other Licenses, Permits & Fees 1,500.00 1,707 1,500.00
From State
Shared Revenue 6,000.00 5,690.00 7,000.00
Meals & Rooms Tax Distribution 16,000.00 17,198.00 18,000.00
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Highway Block Grant 65,975.00 69,365.00 73,000.00
Forest Land Reimbursement 931.00 931.00 931.00
Other 7,000.00 5,857.00 7,000.00
Charges For Services
Income from Departments 20,000.00 22,102.00 20,000.00
Miscellaneous Revenues
Sale of Municipal Property 17,500.00 26,342.00 15,000.00
Interest on Investments 26,000.00 30,411.00 30,000.00
Other 20,000.00 12,233.00 120,000.00
Interfund Operating Transfers In
Special Revenue Funds 43,776.00 44,471.00 52,097.00
Capital Reserve Fund 40,897.00 40,897.00 22,270.00
Other Financing Sources
Long Term Bonds & Notes 325,000.00
"Surplus" 50,000.00 30,000.00 50,000.00
TOTAL REVENUES/CREDITS $617,579.00 $644,978.00 $1,074,798.00
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues







Town of Newbury, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general-purpose financial state-
ments of the Town ofNewbury as of and for the year ended December 3 1
,
1996, as listed in the table of contents. These general-purpose financial
statements are the responsibility of the Town of Newbury management.
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these general-purpose
financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted audit-
ing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit
to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the general-purpose finan-
cial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes
examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclo-
sures in the general-purpose financial statements. An audit also includes
assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made
by management, as well as evaluating the overall general-purpose finan-
cial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable
basis for our opinion.
The general-purpose financial statements referred to above do not
include the General Fixed Assets Account Group, which should be in-
cluded to conform with generally accepted accounting principles. The
amounts that should be recorded in the General Fixed Assets Account
Group are not known.
In our opinion except for the effect on the general-purpose financial
statements of the omission described in the preceding paragraph, the
general-purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly, in
all material respects, the financial position of the Town of Newbury as of
December 31, 1996, and the results of its operations and cash flows of its
nonexpendable trust funds for the year then ended in conformity with
generally accepted accounting principles.
Our audit was conducted for the purpose offorming an opinion on the
general-purpose financial statements taken as a whole. The individual
and combining fund financial statements and schedules listed in the table
of contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not
a required part ofthe general-purpose financial statements oftheTown of
Newbury Such information has been subjected to the auditing proce-
dures applied in the audit of the general-purpose financial statements
and, in our opinion, is fairly presented in all material respects in relation
to the general-purpose financial statements taken as a whole.
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BUILDING INSPECTOR'S REPORT
1997 was another good year for our area builders and related
tradespersons. 69 building permits were issued for a variety of projects.













Please remember that a permit is required for any new or replacement
heating system, including oil, gas, wood or other. Application forms are
available at the town office.
Builders, please note! The state of New Hampshire and the town of
Newbury require all plumbing and electrical work to be done by licensed
personnel. When issued, please post the orange building permit at the
job site where it can easily be seen. Do not put it in your truck or leave it
at home.
After the selectmen have approved a building application and issued
a zoning compliance form, please call me to schedule a Wednesday
evening appointment at the town office, at which time the building permit
will be issued. You can reach me at home at 938-5481 to make an appoint-
ment - evenings are the best time to call.






Since assuming the position of HighwayAdministrator in June of this
year, many of the department's projects have been completed: the re-
moval of20 trees on Old Post Road being taken to the mill resulted in 1790
board feet of lumber generating $842.13 in revenue back to the Town; the
removal ofrock and ledge and paving ofOld Post Road; the removal ofrock
and grinding of approximately 1 mile ofSutton Road; 2,450 yards ofgravel
was spread and 11.8 miles ofditches were cleaned. On Mountain Road 625
lineal feet of guardrail was removed and reinstalled after replacement of
posts. Numerous culverts were replaced throughout the Town. The roof
on the sander shed was also completed. Most of the equipment service
and repairs were also done by staff. Unfortunately about a month of the
road maintenance season was lost due to the early snowfall.
The department purchased a line striper and numerous traffic lines,
stop bars, and municipal lots were done. This piece of equipment should
prove valuable and pay for itself within three (3) years.
This year also saw the arrival ofthe new 1 Ton in November after being
equipped with a new hydraulic sander and plow. Also purchased by the
department was a 1985 Chevrolet 1 Ton Pick Up from Government Surplus
which was equipped with a 9' plow and the sander from the old Ford 1 Ton,
which was taken to the State Auction.
Next year looks to be a busy season with the continued ditching and
graveling of unpaved roads. Numerous paved roads including Sutton
Road are being looked at for resurfacing as a plan is put together over the
next year for road surface management, along with the general day to day
maintenance.
Another priority is to start the process of grant applications for bridge
repair and maintenance. There are several structures in the Town that fall
under the State Grant Program For Bridges with money already promised
until 1999.
The equipment is in good shape with the exception of the Front End
Loader with current estimates to repair exceeding the trade in value.
Replacement should be a top priority.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the members of the
community Selectmen, other Town Departments for their support, and
most importantly the staff of the Highway Department whose dedication
and commitment keep the Town's roads safe throughout the year.
Respectfully submitted,
Calvin J. Prussman, Jr.
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BLODGETT SEWER TREATMENT FACILITY
My first year on the job as operator of the Blodgett Sewer treatment
plant has been a rewarding one. Moving ahead always brings such satis-
faction. The people I've met and worked with have been very supportive.
In 1997 the treatment plant got its ground water discharge permit
from the state of New Hampshire. That, in return, means more frequent
testing must be done to comply with state standard regulations.
This summer all four filter beds received new sand and our two older
beds got repiped. Our backup generators proved to be working just fine
during the ice storm in January 1998 — this was a good test.
Looking forward to another year of prosperity.
Tim Mulder, Plant Operator
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TRANSFER STATION
1997 saw a lot of activity at the transfer station. Steady progress has
been made on the new recycling facility, and the building should be open
and operational early in 1998. When open, the new center will offer many
advantages. There will be easier access to the cardboard and newspaper
trailers and disposal of trash in the compactor will not require any lifting.
When complete, the recyling center will have more space, and containers
for metal and other materials will be relocated for convenient access.
The town has acquired some good used equipment — a skid steer
loader and baler— which will add to our improved operations. The cost of
this equipment has been largely offset by a grant received from New
Hampshire the Beautiful.
We hope to schedule a hazardous waste day in Newbury this year
which will serve the needs of town residents and several neighboring
communities.




University of New Hampshire
Cooperative Extension
UNH Cooperative Extension provides Merrimack County residents with re-
search-based education and information, enhancing their ability to make informed
decisions that strengthen youth, families, and communities, sustain natural re-
sources, forests, wildlife and agriculture, and improve the economy.
As your local link to the University of New Hampshire, Cooperative Extension
provides practical education to people of all ages.
Because of our partnership with Merrimack County, the State of New Hamp-
shire and the Federal Government, we go by the special name of UNH Cooperative
Extension. In every Merrimack County community, this partnership is at work,
increasing economic development, enhancing the environment and developing
human potential.
Extension educators provide informal educational programs in the areas of
Natural Resources and Family, Community and Youth, advised and assisted by a
local advisory council.
Merrimack County residents also benefit from statewide Extension program-
ming. Among these many local and state efforts are monitoring water quality in our
lakes and rivers, reducing the use of pesticides, parenting programs, 4-H and youth
development programs, land use management, food safety, forest stewardship, fam-
ily finances, meeting the needs of low-income families, strengthening our
communities, developing a strong volunteer base and providing research-based
information to citizens.
A major statewide Extension initiative, Strengthening New Hampshire Com-
munities, has impacted Merrimack County County staff have worked with many of
the communities in a variety of ways. The Community Profile was held in two
communities in the past year. This community event works through a process to
help community members create a vision about what they want their community
to be like and then works through a process that helps form action groups to reach
their goals. Follow-up support is available from UNH Cooperative Extension staff.
Other community efforts include after-school programs, teen assessment
projects, land use management planning, wellness teams, town office visits, Master
Gardeners, working with schools on maintenance of landscaped areas, and provid-
ing updated Extension publication notebooks to all town libraries.
The staff in Merrimack County includes nine Extension educators, two state
specialists and three support staff. Educators reach approximately 1.5 out of every
four families in the county.
Visit our new office, located next to the Merrimack County Nursing
Home at 315 Daniel Webster Highway, Boscawen. We're open Monday -
Friday, 8 a.m. until 4 p.m. Or call us at 225-5505 and 796-2151 or find
us on the Web at HTTP://CEINFO.UNH.EDU.
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Kearsarge Area Council On Aging, Inc.
The Kearsarge Area Council on Aging, Inc., a non-profit organization,
was founded in July 1992. We serve people fifty-five years of age and older
in nine area towns: Andover, Danbury, Grafton, Newbury, New London,
Springfield, Sunapee, Sutton and Wilmot. We promote, develop and
reinforce programs which support and enhance the health, well being,
dignity and independence of senior adults.
Our basic services continue to grow. 1997 shows increases in volun-
teer-provided rides, assistance with small home repairs, supportive daily
phone contact with the home bound, friendly visits with seniors in their
homes, intergenerational assistance with reading programs in local
schools, and referral to appropriate resources to answer the needs of our
clients. Our monthly newsletter reports these and other services to keep
our members informed.
Social, educational and recreational gatherings included our annual
Valentine Luncheon, Mountain Day,The Shaker Experience and the Christ-
mas Reception. Granite State Stories discussions were held at the Tracy
Library in New London led by Dr. Patrick Anderson of Colby-Sawyer
College and funded by N.H. Humanities Council. Conversations with
Lunch coordinated with Community Action Program were held monthly
and highlighted by the annual picnic held at Muster Field Farm in Sutton.
Anewprogram, "Outdoo r Recreation for Seniors " featured biking, kayaking,
hiking, an overnight at Camp Coniston and many more activities. "Walk
Your Way Through Winter" resulted in sixty members walking over 2000
miles in a five-month period.
Our move to 12 Newport Rd., New London in December 1996 brought
the opportunity to expand our services and activities for our membership
and made 1997 a banner year for COA. Our monthly newsletter carried a
Calendar of Events to keep members informed of these expanded services.
1997 activities in our Program Center included Exercise Classes, Bridge
Lessons, Quilting for Babies at Risk, Paint with Peers, Friday at the Movies,
Dominoes, Library, Blood Pressure Screening, Flu Shots, Tax Assistance, Art
Show & Reception with members' work displayed, and the Let's Talk Pro-
gram, a series of discussions concerning nutritional, emotional, financial
and societal matters was conducted in the Center. In a major undertaking
140 members have received training in the Introduction to Computer
courses.
There are 1,453 members ofCOA ofwhich 99 are Newbury residents.
Over the last twelve months 13 Newbury volunteers have given 213 hours
of their time to help provide the services ofCOA to our communities.
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Financial support from Newbury and other area towns accounts for
approximately 20% of our required funds. We are asking that $735.00 be
included as an item in the Newbury Town Budget for 1998 to sustain our
growth of services, programs and activities for senior adults.
We are deeply grateful to Newbury and other area towns along with
donors to our fund drive, foundation grants, advertisers in our newsletter
and individual clients for past and future financial assistance.
Our very special thanks to those dedicated volunteers who give so
selflessly of their time and talent. Without them there is no COA.
Sincerely
Robert J. Bradley
Chairman of the Board
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Area Center Director $20,129
Outreach Worker 5,987
(30 weeks at 22.5 hours)
Payroll Taxes/Fringe Benefits 6.234
$ 32,350
OTHER COSTS:








Liability and Fire Insurance 411
9.101
TOTAL BUDGET: $41,451
Federal Share: 13% - $ 5,389
All Town Share: 87% - 36.062
Total: 100% - $41,451
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Services Provided to Newbury Residents in 1997
Units Households Total
Service Service or Persons Value
COMMODITY SUPPLEMENTAL FOOD PROGRAM:
a nutrition program that offers participants free nutritious foods to supplement
their daily diet. The program serves children under six years of age, women
during pregnancy and up to 12 months after the birth of their baby. Food is
distributed from our Concord warehouse. Value $22.21 per unit.
26 Packages 2 Persons $577.46
*(An individual may not be enrolled in both the WIC Program and CSFP but a
family may have members on both programs.)
CONGREGATE MEALS:
all senior citizens are welcome to our congregate meal sites for nutritious hot
meals, social/recreational activities and special events.
Value $5.99 per meal. 191 Meals 25 Persons 51.144.09
EMERGENCYFOOD PANTRIES:
provide up to three days of food for people facing temporary food crisis.
Value $3.00 per meal. 80 Meals 8 Persons $240.00
FUEL ASSISTANCE:
available to income-eligible households to help with energy costs during the
prime heating season. Priority is given to the elderly and disabled.
The average benefit for the '96-'97 program was $401.00.
8 Applications 28 Individuals $4,636. 13
HEAD START:
a child development program serving children before they enter public school.
Classroom and in-home learning services are provided for both children and
their families. Value $6,200.00 per child.
1 Child $6,200.00
WOMEN, INFANTS AND CHILDREN:
provides specific food to supplement daily diet of pregnant or nursing women
as well as children under five. Participants receive medical/nutritional
screening, counseling and education.
Value includes cost of vouchers and clinical services at $38.50 per unit.
110 Vouchers 9 Persons $4,235.00
MEALS-ON-WHEELS:
provides the delivery of nutritionally balanced hot meals to homebound elderly
or adult residents five days per week.
Value $6.30 per meal. 1 ,243 Meals 1 1 persons $7,830.90
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NEIGHBOR HELPING NEIGHBOR FUND:
provides emergency energy assistance up to $250 for those not eligible for
fuel assistance.
1 Grant 2 Persons $150.00
GRAND TOTAL: $25,013.58
INFORMATION AND REFERRAL:
CAP provides utility, landlord/ tenant, legal and health counseling as well as
referrals for housing, transportation and other life concerns. These support/
advocacy services are not tracked.
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Lake Sunapee Home Care and Hospice
Lake Sunapee Community Health Services
Services provided to people of Newbury
Home Health Care for those recovering from an illness or injury:
Visits made: 2,036 to 30 patients
Hospice Care for patients and families experiencing a terminal illness:
Visits made: 224 to 7 patients
Community Clinics for adults, for immunizations and other
wellness programs: Patients served: 140
Long-term care for chronically ill adults and children needing
support services: Hours of Service: 2,601 to 19 patients
Maternal and Child Health for children and families needing newborn
care, well child clinic and parenting support:
Families served: 10
School-age Child Care for families needing after school and
summer day care: Families Served: 6
Lake Sunapee RegionVNA is proud of its tradition ofproviding quality
home health care to people in your community. 1997 has been a year of
change for home health care. Medicare reports of fraud and abuse leave
us wondering howwe as consumers can know whether we' re dealing with
a quality organization. We are served by a volunteer Board ofTrustees who,
with staff, continually monitor our performance internally. Externally,
licensing, certifyingand accreditingbodies assess our performance against
state and federal standards regularly. Most of all, we have committed,
competent and caring staffand volunteers out in the community each day
of the year providing needed home care.
Our affiliation with New London Hospital and Capital Region Health
Care has allowed us to care for patients and families more efficiently and
to access opportunities for achieving cost savings as part of a larger
delivery system.
5VNA employees, Trustee Gerald Mayer, Jr., and many volunteers live
in Newbury. As the health care delivery system and insurance benefits
continue to evolve and change we are more dependent than ever on the
loyal support of the towns we serve to enable us to provide free and
subsidized care to those people who might not have access to care other-






OVERSEER OF PUBLIC WELFARE
This being my first year as Welfare Director, I have learned a great deal
about welfare and how the system works.
In 1997 public assistance was a great deal below the budget. I had four
clients during the year, only two of whom actually received assistance.
Therefore, my total expenditure for 1997 was less than $400.00. This is the
lowest amount of public assistance spent in Newbury for over ten (10) years.
I would like to thank Pastor Bill Salt, the South Newbury Church and
the Healing Springs Church for theirjoint efforts in putting together twelve
food baskets for Thanksgiving and Christmas. A special thank you to our
townspeople who donated in addition to the baskets so the children could
be given gift certificates for clothing and toys. As always our community
support was wonderful.
With changes still continuing withWelfare Reform, local help is vitally
important to those in need. I look forward to another year of continuing





1997 Summer Town Meeting
Present: Henry Thomas, Selectman; Jim Powell, Selectman; David
Kinsman, Selectman; Dennis Pavlicek, Town Administrator; Shelly
Candidus, Administrative Assistant; Debra Johnson, Welfare Director; Barry
Caravan, Parks & Recreation Committee; Calvin Prussman, Highway
Administrator; Del Harris, Building Inspector; Richard Wright, Planning
Board; Alan Brown, Libraiy; Linda Champy, Town Clerk & Tax Collector.
The Board of Selectmen awarded David Blado a commendation for his
assistance to the Town in creating a web site on the internet.
Blodgett Landing residents voiced concern for the roads throughout
the Landing pertaining to road conditions, surface, width, parking, and the
one-way directions.
Selectman Thomas explained that a list of priorities needs to be devel-
oped based on the number of homes and traffic patterns of each road. The
Selectmen are considering increasing the Highway manpower by adding
an additional employee and subcontracting some of the projects out to get
more done in less time until we get caught up. A Capital Improvements
Plan is also being considered for implementation in the near future.
Selectman Thomas said that he will try to see that extra patrols are sent
to Blodgett for the Labor Day weekend and maintain the extra attention
through next summer to keep the roadsides clear from parked vehicles for
safety reasons, enforce the 15 mph speed limit, and hopefully redirect the
one-way traffic the right way.
Mr. Gall commented that the Town needs to re-address the commer-
cial district. The Town cannot have large growth and keep Newbury with
the same small-town rural atmosphere as per the Master Plan. Priorities
need to be set in the Capital Improvements Plan. Since most of the prop-
erty taxes are paid by non-residents, they should have a voice in how the
taxes are spent. There should also be more non-resident committee mem-
bers for input in Town affairs. The people need something concrete stating
that 'This is what this Town is going to look like in 10 years; these are our
priorities; this is how much it is going to cost; and this is how we are going
to get there.'
Selectman Thomas said that the Board of Selectmen has appointed
non-resident committee members wherever legally possible according to
the RSAs which govern the State of N.H.
Frustration was expressed at the fact that most of the property
taxes paid in Newbury are paid by non-residents who do not have a
legal right to vote.
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Selectman Thomas suggested that the non-residents should appoint a
representative to speak on their behalf at the March Town Meeting. Other-
wise, the only recourse is to go to a higher governing body such as the
legislature to change the voting laws.
Mr. Pavlicek commented that the majority of property taxes goes to
the school. The Town budget impacted the tax rate by only 22 percent in
1996. The Constitution of the State of New Hampshire states that all tax
payers will be equitably assessed, i.e., everyone pays at the same rate
whether resident or nonresident. Last year Newbury's tax rate was 26th
out of 234 communities.
Dick Wright updated the members on activities that are taking place
with federal grant money. In Sunapee, there is a pathway to be constructed
from the Harbor to the Information Booth to show historic sites and steam
boat history. Newbury is trying to develop scenic paths up to the Eagles
Nest from Bell Cove and along the Rail Road Bed. There is an effort being
made to visually tie the rail road era to the steam boat era. The federal
grant money is going to be used in the Bell Cove area to lay a section of rail
road track down and hopefully obtain a caboose to be used for an informa-
tion booth and /or a historical site. This project will not impact the Town
tax rate. The only requirement is that Newbury has to match the money
given by the Federal Grant, but it can be matched in time not dollars.
Mr. LaFontaine asked what is the reason for all of the activity at the
Croft Beach Pump Station.
Selectman Thomas explained that there was trouble with a compres-
sor and other maintenance items. There were also test wells dug to test the
water quality and the filter beds were rebuilt. Everything is in good order.
Alan Brown presented the proposed renovations for the Newbury Pub-
lic Library. No costs were projected to complete the renovations as drawn.
However, the library trustees are looking into private funding and dona-
tions to cover the bulk of the costs. The plans were based on projections of
the library needs in the next 20 years. Newbury has one of the smallest
collections of books in the area due to the lack of space. All of the shelves
are full with many more volumes stored in the basement. The library has
been on the internet for the last two years. Since the State Library pays for
the connection, the Library cannot offer internet access to the public at
this time. The library has also been privilege to the inter-library loan
program for the past two years. The technology has been upgraded, best
sellers are kept current, and a set of new encyclopedias has been pur-
chased. The overhead costs will be more with the projected renovations
and the number of hours opened will be based on public demand.
On behalf of the Non-resident Tax Payers, Ron Williams thanked the
Town Officials for meeting this evening.




TOWN OF NEWBURY TOWN MEETING
March 11, 1997
Moderator Marashio called the March 11, 1997Town Meeting to order
at 1:00 p.m.
Moderator Marashio declared the meeting opened and voting on
Articles 1 through 6 in ballot form began.
Article 7: To see if the town will vote to recess the business meeting
untilWednesday, March 12, 1997, at 7:00 p.m. at the safety services building.
Motion to adoptArticle 7 wasmade and seconded. No discussion. All
in favor. Article 7 was adopted as read.
The polls were opened at 1:05 p.m.
The polls were closed at 7:00 p.m.
Business Meeting - March 12, 1997
Moderator Marashio called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m. and
asked anyone who is a registered voter to check in with the ballot clerks at
the front of the room and pick up a voter's card.
Moderator read the voting results from March 11, 1997 as follows:
Office of Selectman - 3 Years
David Kinsman - 167
Office ofTown Clerk and Tax Collector - 3 Years
Linda Champy - 315
Overseer of Public Welfare - 2 Years
Debra Johnson - 305
Library Trustee - 3 Years
Margaret B. Ames - 303
Supervisor of the Checklist - 3 Years
Albert Bachelder - 55
Cemetery Trustee - 3 Years
Mary Bachelder - 34
Trustee of the Trust Funds - 3 Years
Armen Tarbassian - 8
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BINGO and LUCKY 7
Yes - 198 No - 88
Two sessions ofTown Meeting
Yes - 205 No - 97
Planning Board Election
Yes - 251 No - 66
Zoning Board ofAdjustment Election
Yes - 254 No - 65
All officers elected on March 11, 1997 can be sworn in three daysfrom
March 12, 1997. Please see the Town Clerk at your earliest convenience.
Zoning Amendments
Amendment No. 1
Proposed by the Planning Board
Yes - 123 No - 195
Amendment No. 2
Proposed by the Planning Board
Yes - 226 No - 84
Amendment No. 3
Proposed by the Planning Board
Yes - 244 No - 62
Amendment No. 4
Proposed by the Planning Board
Yes - 233 No - 75
Amendment No. 5
Proposed by the Planning Board
Yes - 228 No - 66
Amendment No. 6
Proposed by the Planning Board
Yes - 240 No - 54
Amendment No. 1
Proposed by Petition




Yes -199 No -110
Charter as recommended by the Charter Commission
Newbury Results:
Yes - 190 No - 75
School District Results:
Yes -1,462 No - 835
School Board Member - 3 Years
Dean Bensley - 264
KRSD Municipal Budget Committee Member - 3 Years
David Friedline - 157
KRSD Moderator - 1 year
Bob Bowers -271
Article 8: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $1,268,422 for general operations:
1996 1997
1. EXECUTIVE OFFICE $85,262 S 88,136
2. ELECTION AND REGISTRATION 3,540 4,000
3. FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION 44,996 56,055
4. LEGAL EXPENSE . 12,000 10,000
5. PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION 112,360 109,835
6. PLANNING 20,560 12,730
7. ZONING 2,432 2,465
8. GENERAL GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS ....16,387 26,286
9. CEMETERIES 9,185 10,561
10. INSURANCE 50,226 45,275
11. REGIONAL ASSOCIATIONS 1,253 1,253
12. TOWN REPORTS 3,000 2,700
13. POLICE DEPARTMENT 158,326 153,096
14. FIRE DEPARTMENT 40,301 37,429
15. FOREST FIRES 350 872
16. BUILDING INSPECTION 3,370 3,550
17. OFFICE OF EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT 200 100
18. HIGHWAY MAINTENANCE 333,095 379,486
19. STREET LIGHTING 15,044 15,390
20. TRANSFER STATION 102,070 114,291
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21. HEALTH AGENCIES, CAP 10,820 9,210
22. WELFARE 11,020 7,650
23. INFORMATION BOOTH 1,450 2,250
24. PARKS & RECREATION 8,901 15,835
25. LIBRARY 15,420 18,440
26. CONSERVATION COMMISSION 366 366
27. HISTORICAL SOCIETY 250 250
28. INTEREST-TAXANTICIPATION NOTES 4,000 2,000
29. SEWER DEPARTMENT 28,505 43,776
30. BOND/NOTE PRINCIPAL & INTEREST ....97,295 77,500
31. AMBULANCE DEDUCTIBLES 1,000 1,000
32. SAFETY COMMUNICATION SERVICES 16,635
TOTALS $1,192,984 $1,268,422
Motion to adoptArticle 8 was made and seconded. Discussion followed.
Selectman Thomas explained that there is a new item, number 32.
This represents dispatch service for emergency calls. Part of that figure is
from the $5,000 decrease in the Police Department line item. This line
item will cover telephone, dispatch service, radios, and radio upgrades.
We are currently still with New London Dispatch which went up over
$21,000, but we are now looking for other options. We may be able to get
to another dispatch center for less cost. Newbury is locked into New
London because we are serviced by their frequency. Eventually we hope
to have Newbury on its own frequency for the Fire Department and Police
Department which could also be shared by the Highway Department.
John Peterson asked how many line items in the budget are up 20%
from last year.
Selectman Thomas said that government buildings are a one-time
increase due to an upgrade in the furnace in the firehouse. The hot water
system will need to be upgraded to keep up with the furnace.
Dennis Pavlicek said that the major reason that financial administra-
tion was increased is because theTown Clerk and Tax Collector is now paid
on a full-time basis.
Vincent Iacopino commented that he has never seen the streets in
Blodgett Landing replaced in 20 years. Are there any plans to repair or
repave the streets in Blodgett?
Selectman Thomas explained that the Board of Selectmen has hired a
new HighwayAdministrator, and one ofthe items he is going to be working
on is an improvements plan. We are currently in the middle of regrinding
Old Post Road and will need to complete that first. If there is enough
money in the budget left for repairs, a priority list will be created and
followed.
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Lorraine Iacopino asked why the Highway budget is up $40,000.
Selectman Thomas explained that the Town is currently budgeted for
a full staff; the truck voted on at the Special Town Meeting leaves us with
a $23,000 lease payment; and we planned on $20,000 - $30,000 for patch-
ing and short-term repair.
DanWolf asked why there is a $6,000 increase in Parks and Recreation.
Selectman Thomas explained that some of the activity performed
under General Government was transferred to Parks and Recreation.
There is $2, 100 planned for landscaping the Bell Cove Area with blue stone,
lawn work, and the hill by the beach. There was also $2,000 added for the
Town to fund the band concerts. Last year the band concert expenses were
raised through donations. The Board of Selectmen thinks that this is a
worthy function and good for the Town, so we decided to fund it.
Tony Pozniak asked what is the status of the recycling center.
Mike Bascom explained that complications arose with the building
design. The plans are in the final stages. Hopefully we will be able to put
the project out to bid and have it built by summer.
John Peterson asked for clarification ofthe 1996 and 1997 headings on
warrant article 8. Are those headings actual or budgeted for 1996.
SelectmanThomas said that those headings both represent budgeted
.
Dennis Pavlicek explained that the actual expenditures for 1996 are on
page 47 of the Town report.
Dan Wolf commented that the Selectmen are doing a good job at
budgeting items where they belong, but we are still looking at a 6 1/2%
increase.
SelectmanThomas commented that part ofthe increase are items that
were voted in the past and we are now locked into paying the costs, such
as bonds, the train station expense, and other past debts.
Dennis Pavlicek commented that there is approximately a $100,000
increase in revenues and net property valuations are expected to increase
even more in 1997.
The article was moved. Vote on Article 8 - All in favor. Article 8 passed
as read.
Article 9: To hear the reports of the town officers, agents and commit-
tees heretofore chosen and pass any vote related thereto.
Motion to adopt Article 9 was made and seconded. Discussion followed.
Moderator Marashio read a letter of gratitude from Superintendent
Richards to Dave Hunt and the Newbury Highway Department for keep-
ing the roads clear and safe for the school buses and addressing particular
concerns.
Vote on Article 9 - All in favor. Motion passed as read.
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Article 10: To see ifthe town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum








Motion to adopt Article 10 was made and seconded. Discussion
followed.
DanWolf asked that the $5,000 under Recreation Facility be explained.
Selectman Thomas said that it is a savings account to save money to
purchase recreational land if it comes up for sale. This is a result ofthe vote
at the March 1996 Town Meeting.
John Peterson asked if the Town has existing reserve balances.
Dennis Pavlicek said that there are existing reserve balances. The
Revaluation line is new this year. This is proposed as a savings account for
the next revaluation of the Town.
John Peterson asked what the balance amounts are.
Dennis Pavlicek said that the balance amounts are listed on page 14 of
the Town Report.
George Schroeder asked for the Board of Selectmen to explain the
revaluation process.
Selectman Therrien explained that it is a costly event required by the
State. This process helps us to keep our tax rate and valuations current
with each other.
Al Bachelder asked how much money is in the Recreation Fund.
Selectman Thomas explained that there is $5,000 from 1996 plus the
$5,000 on this year's warrant will make a total of $10,000 in 1997.
Vote on Article 10 - All in favor. Article 10 was adopted as read.
Article 1 1 : To see ifthe town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $8,500 to be placed in the following existing RSA 31:19-a maintenance




TOWN OFFICE EQUIPMENT 2,000
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Motion to adopt Article 11 was made and seconded. Discussion
followed.
Selectman Thomas explained that these amounts have been on the
books for years. The balances on those accounts are:
Docks $15,300
Town Buildings $5,356
Town Office Equipment 7,798
Dan Wolf asked if some of the money under Town Buildings could be
used for the furnace repairs.
Selectman Thomas said that it could be, but we would then have to
decrease the Town Buildings account by $5,000. There are other repairs
that need to be made to some of the other Town Buildings.
Vote on Article 11 - All in favor. Article 11 was adopted as read.
Article 12: To see ifthe town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $68,876 to resurface a portion of Old Post Road.
Motion to adopt Article 12 was made and seconded. Discussion
followed.
Selectman Thomas explained that Old Post Road was ground, rocks
removed, and new culverts installed. Now the road is ready to be resur-
faced. The dollar figure in the warrant article came from the bids we have
received. If this article is approved, we will request another round of bids.
Tom Pirozzoli asked if this road will stand up to the heavy loads which
often travel along Old Post Road.
Selectman Thomas said that the basic road was compacted. The only
problem was where rocks did not come out or where the culverts were
replaced. It was left for a winter to work out all the bugs before the top coat
is applied.
Barry Caravan asked if the frost heaves will betaken care of prior
to paving.
Selectman Thomas said yes.
Barbara Calvert asked if the second bids are expected to be lower
than $68,000.00.
Response from the Board of Selectmen was no. The cost of
asphalt is expensive. This particular road needs a high quality due
to the amount of traffic.
Margaret Koehler asked if the $68,000 is on top of the $379,486.
Selectman Thomas said yes.
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John Peterson commented that it is nice to see this figure broken out
from Article 8. He gave credit to the Board of Selectmen for getting this
figure out in the open as a dedicated amount.
Josh Perkins asked how much did it cost to grind Old Post Road and
what is going to be done to fix the culverts?
SelectmanThomas said that the grinding ofOld Post Road was $23,000,
the grading and compacting came out of the 1996 budget.
Dave Hunt, Highway Administrator, explained that all he can assume
is that when the material was removed to replace the culverts, the old
material was replaced with new material. Due to the weather conditions
in this part of the country, it is better to refill around the culverts with the
same gravel. The frost action will not react the same in new gravel as it did
in the old gravel. That iswhywe see dips in the road at the culvert locations.
The road will be fixed before the final coat is applied. There are a few things
that still need to be done before the final coat. Also, Mr. Hunt explained
that he recommends that driveway entrances be paved, two to three feet
up the driveway. This will help preserve the road by preventing the snow
plow from catching the edge of the pavement which slowly picks away at
the stability of the road.
Vote on Article 12 - All in favor. Article 12 was adopted as read.
Article 13: To see ifthe town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $36,540 for the purchase of a one-ton truck with dump body, plow and
sander and to authorize the withdrawal of $36,540 from the highway
equipment capital reserve fund. No taxes will need to be raised by this
article (Recommended by the Selectmen).
Motion was made and seconded to adopt Article 13. Discussion
followed.
Selectman Thomas explained that the Town needs to update the
highway equipment. The existing One-Ton was not geared out to its job
description which has created a lot ofexpensive repair bills. The proposed
truck in this Article is a more expensive truck but will be more reliable.
Marty Newell asked what is the total cost of the truck.
Selectman Thomas said the total cost will be $36,540.00.
Mr. Newell asked how this will affect the tax rate.
Selectman Thomas explained that as money goes into the Capital
Reserve fund, money comes out of the savings account. Therefore, it is a
wash. The wording of this article is required by the Department of
Revenue.
SelectmanTherrien commented that there will also be a trade-in
value which will also come back into the General Fund.
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Carl Christiansen commented that One-Ton trucks are expensive and
do not stand up to the work load. Therefore, the Town should look for a
little bigger truck - it will be a little more expensive, but it will last longer.
Mr. Hunt explained that after the budget hearings, the F350 truck was
researched and found to be acceptable. However, these smaller trucks will
only last five to six years under this type of work load, incurring many
repair costs. If the Town considers purchasing an F450, this article will
have to be increased by $4,357.00. Physically, the trucks are the same size,
but the F450 has an additional 4,000 GVW over the F350, many of the
maintenance costs can be avoided, there will be 4.8" of larger friction
breaking force per wheel, and the specifications on the gearing and load
ratios are what the Town needs. The F450 will not be a fast truck, but it will
be more powerful.
Tony Pozniak asked what is the life expectancy of the F450 and why
does the trade-in value go into the General Fund and not off the
appropriation?
Mr. Hunt said that the life expectancy of the F450 is 10 years if driven
and maintained properly.
Selectman Thomas explained that the sale of all Town property has to
go back into the General Fund, which offsets property taxes.
Dan Wolf asked if the decision at Town Meeting so directs, can the
proceeds of the trade-in be put back into the Capital Reserve Fund?
Mr. Pavlicek said that it cannot be done because that procedure was
not put in the warrant.
Mr.Wolfmade a motion to amend Article 13 to increase the appropria-
tion by $4,357.00 for an F450 , the sum to come out ofGeneral Government.
Motion was seconded. Discussion followed.
Mr. Wolf said that by amending the Article to add $4,357.00, we will be
able to sell the existing vehicle and the Town will come out ahead.
Vote on Amendment to Article 13: Majority in favor. Motion passed.
Mr. Pavlicek explained that the withdrawal from the Capital Reserve
fund needs to be adjusted by the same amount, otherwise the Town will
need to raise $4,357.00 in property taxes to cover Mr. Wolf s amendment.
Mr. Wolf made a motion to amend Article 13 to withdraw the sum of
$40,897.00 from the Capital Reserve Fund, which equals the original
amount of $36,540.00 plus $4,357.00. Motion was seconded.
Vote on Amendment to Amended Article 13: Majority in favor.
Motion passed.
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Article 13 was called to a vote. The vote was taken on Article 13 as
amended to read: To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $40,897.00 for the purchase of a one-ton truck with dump body,
plow and sander and to authorize the withdrawal of $40,897.00 from the
highway equipment capital reserve fund. No taxes will need to be raised
by this article (Recommended by the-Selectmen).
Vote on Article 13 as amended twice: All in favor. Article 13 was
adopted as amended.
Article 14: To see if the town will vote to adopt the provisions of RSA
202-A:4-D authorizing the library trustees to accept gifts of personal
property, other than money, which may be offered to the library for any
public purpose, provided, however, that no acceptance of personal prop-
erty by the library trustees shall be deemed to bind the town or the library
trustees to raise, appropriate or expend any public funds for the operation,
maintenance, repair or replacement of such personal property. This
article will remain in effect indefinitely until rescinded (Recommended by
the library trustees).
Motion was made and seconded to adopt Article 14 as read.
Discussion followed.
BeverlyWolf, Library Trustee, explained that passage ofthis article will
enable the Library Trustees to accept gifts. The vote ofthis article has to be
on public record.
Vote on Article 14: All in favor. Article 14 was adopted as read.
Article 15: To see ifthe town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $5,000.00 for architectural fees in regard to a possible renovation of the
Newbury Public Library. The library trustees will serve as agent to expend
these funds (Recommended by the Selectmen).
Motion was made and seconded to adopt Article 15 as read.
Discussion followed.
Beverly Wolf explained that this article has come about for many
reasons. The Master Plan of Newbury indicates that the Library is in
need of renovations, and the Library does not comply with the require-
ments of the Americans with Disabilities Act. It has been recognized for
many years that the Library is in need of renovation, and the trustees feel
that now is the best time to begin. Some of the issues to be addressed in
renovation are: a new entrance; a larger interior to avoid the over-
crowded conditions and updated references; and a wheelchair accessible
facility. The trustees have interviewed four architects and have quoted
the middle amount for purposes of this article. The proposed $5000.00
will form a study committee, interview the architects, and come up with
a plan for next year's Town Meeting.
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John Peterson commented that eventually the Town will need money
to implement the plan. He said that he was involved with the redesign of
the Tracy Library in New London. The committee was able to raise one-
half of the costs by private donations. Therefore, all of the money to
renovate should not come from taxation.
Mike Whitman asked if the $5,000.00 was for the study or for a set of
plans.
Beverly Wolf said that hopefully, the $5,000.00 will cover the costs of
the study and the set of plans. The Town also has some local people who
have offered their services for a lesser rate. The Trustees have put some
money aside that will help as well.
Linda Powell asked if the Trustees are going to give the architect a ball
park figure to work within.
Beverly Wolf said that the Trustees do not want a big, 'brass & glass'
library. Library materials are expensive. The trustees are not anticipating
$500,000.00, but it should fit comfortably into the aesthetics of the Town.
David Friedline asked for consideration to be given to spending the
$5,000.00 to find out what the Townspeople want rather than jumping
ahead to the architect.
BeverlyWolfexplained that the Library did a survey a fewyears ago and
got back only 60 surveys. The trustees feel comfortable with the response
in knowing where the Town wants to go with the design.
Bill Syvertsen asked what is the current yearround population.
Selectman Thomas said that according to the most recent documen-
tation, the full time population is approximately 1,546 residents.
Vote on Article 15: Majority in favor. Article 15 was adopted as read.
Article 16: To see if the town wishes to make the position of Overseer
of Public Welfare an appointed position rather than an elected position. If
this article passes, it will take effect in 1999.
Motion was made and seconded to adopt Article 16. Discussion
followed.
Selectman Powell explained that this article was recommended by Pat
Burton, the outgoing welfare director, due to the training and expertise
required since the recent welfare reform acts.
John Peterson asked if the Welfare Director is a salaried position.
Selectman Powell said that the position is salaried at $1,250.00 /year.
John Peterson commented that at that rate, the position is just about
a volunteer position.
Vote on Article 16: Majority in favor. Article 16 was adopted as read.
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Article 17: To see ifthe town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of$3,000 for repairs and improvements to the Blodgett Landing boat ramp
contingent onWetlands Board approval (Recommendedbythe Selectmen).
Motion to adopt Article 17 was made and seconded. Discussion
followed.
Brenda Digilio, sponsor of the Article, explained that the boat launch
needs to be repaired to be adequate for boat launching purposes.
Dick Wright commented that a couple of years ago, Walter Beers
sought approval from theWetlands Board to dredge the area in front ofthe
boat launch because it was too shallow for launching boats. TheWetlands
Board did not grant approval.
Brenda Digilio said that the launch was in use for the bulk of the
boating season last year. There have been big boats as well as small boats
launched from there with no trouble. When the water is low, the launch is
still good for row boats and sail boats.
In response to Tony Pozniak's concern, Selectman Thomas said that if
parking becomes a problem, the Town may have to enact a parking
ordinance.
Dan Wolf commented that this is private property and asked if the
Town will incur a liability if the Town repairs the launch.
Selectman Thomas commented that the Board of Selectmen would
have to get legal advice from the insurance company.
Dan Wolf commented that since there is a potential legal liability, the
Town should pass over this article until there is a definite answer.
BeverlyWolf asked who will be responsible for the excess garbage left
behind due to the increased traffic.
Selectman Thomas said that the Town could always add a rubbish
barrel at the launch site.
Betsy Soper, a near-by resident, commented that there is much more
than garbage being deposited at that area and hopes that money is not
spent to increase the use because there is enough going on there already.
Betty Spahl asked if there is input from the Cottage Owners' Associa-
tion, the property owners, regarding this article.
Brenda Digilio explained that she asked the President of the COA to
consider the proposal. He brought the proposal to the COA Executive
Board to see if they would sign a Wetlands Board application. Their
decision was to bring it up to the COA themselves in the July meeting.
Barry Caravan commented that since this is the only free boat launch,
it would be a shame not to do anything. It is an asset to the Town.
Vote on Article 17: Majority opposed. Article 17 did not pass.
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Article 18: To see if the town will vote to accept the report of the Wage
Review Committee and implement wage scales as proposed by this report
effective January 1, 1998.
Motion to adopt Article 18 was made and seconded. Discussion
followed.
The Moderator advised that a paper ballot vote was requested on
this article.
Patricia Dugdale, Chair of the Wage and Salary Review Committee,
presented aWage and Salary Plan. The initial finding ofthe committee was
that the Town of Newbury is not competitive with its compensation
compared to other similarTowns. This results in poor morale, a large turn-
over rate, and expensive retraining.
The Plan provides guidelines for reviews, evaluations, and raises.
There would be a total of six increases obtainable on the employee's
anniversary of employment. The Board of Selectmen will need to review
any exceptions. The step raise would be contingent upon approval of the
department head. The program will be reviewed every five years to remain
competitive. The cost of the increase ofwages and salaries in 1998 based
upon year one of the plan would be .05/1,000 or $5.00 per 5100,000.00 of
property valuation.
Dick Wright asked if the raises would be based on longevity and
does this include cost of living or would that be added on in addition
to the step raises.
Pat Dugdale said that the raises would be based on performance
and merit.
Dick Wright asked ifwe are then assuming that we are working out of
a pool, therefore some employees would get a raise and some would not.
Pat Dugdale said that the raises would be budgeted for all employees,
but some employees will not get as much as others.
Bill Syvertsen commented that there should have been some com-
parisons computed with private sector businesses. Wages and salaries for
municipalities were 30% to 40% more than in the private sector.
Nancy Dickermann asked if the cost of living raises are in the figures
or is the cost of living raise in addition to the step raise.
Pat Dugdale explained that the step raises do not include any cost of
living raise that may be given by the Board of Selectmen. The step raises
are only given for performance and merit.
Pam Drewniak asked where does an employee go ifthey are not happy
with their performance evaluation and raise?
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Pat Dugdale explained that each year an individual can get an increase
up to the next step which is budgeted. Ifthe individual further excels, then
they can go up two steps if approved by the Board of Selectmen.
SelectmanThomas explained that page 27 ofthe employee handbook
states that any employee that disagrees may go to the Board of Selectmen
for appeal.
BevWolf asked the Board of Selectmen if they supported this Plan.
The sense ofthe Board ofSelectmen was that they discussed it and see
a need for guidelines for fair treatment. This is a start. The Board has not
taken a strong position either way.
Tony Pozniak asked how much lower the Town of Newbury is paying
its employees than the other Towns.
Pat Dugdale explained that the committee found that just about every
position is way below.
Mary Bachelder commented that the voters are being asked to vote on
something theycannot see. The voters should be able to seewho is making
what, not just percentages of an unknown number.
Pat Dugdale explained that if you want to see the figures of each
employee, you need to go to the Selectmen's Office.
Jim Drewniak asked where is the budgeted money going to go ifit is not
given out in raises?
Selectman Thomas explained that any left over budgeted money
would go back into the General Fund.
Claire Pozniak asked if the study done by the review committee is
available for public review.
Pat Dugdale said yes.
Claire Pozniak asked who will be in charge of giving the Department
Heads a raise.
Pat Dugdale said the Board of Selectmen.
Carl Christiansen said that he would feel better about these raises ifhe
had an exact figure to consider each year, rather than an unknown figure
for a six-step Plan.
DanWolf asked if this Plan gets voted down, where does that leave the
employees.
Jim Powell explained thatwe are voting on the concept ofa Salary Plan
Guideline for a range of salary increases among the departments. The
range of salaries differ between the departments. The departments are
divided into steps which can be exceeded or not met based upon merit.
Howard Bergeron commented that the problem is that we do not have
specific figures. We need salary scales to view.
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Vince Iacopino commented that the Town votes for Selectmen to set
wages. TheTown leaves the responsibility ofcomputing increases with the
elected officials. IfNewbury's wages are below, then the Selectmen should
do something about it. Ifwe are talking about compensating raises, then
the Board of Selectmen should give more than 3% annually.
Helen Wright asked if we are establishing performance evaluations,
then are there job descriptions?
Jim Valiquet explained that the first thing the committee did was to
establish job descriptions. Then the Board of Selectmen wanted a group
of municipal employees and Town citizens to get together to present a
report for consideration by the voters. That is what this Plan is about.
Dave Friedline commented that if we compare Newbury employees
with Bradford and surrounding towns, the disparity would not be so large.
He said the comparison of towns was fished for to create desired results.
Newbury is not too big for our Board of Selectmen to control.
Pat Dugdale explained that the reason the review was suggested to be
done by the Department Head is because it is the Department Head who
is in constant contact with their employees.
Linda Powell commented that more information is needed to give an
intelligent vote.
The meeting was recessed at 9:30 p.m. to vote by paper ballot on
Article 18. The meeting was reconvened at 9:52 p.m. This vote does not
require a full hour because it is not a money article. Five more minutes
were given for last minute voters prior to closing the polls.
Article 19: To see ifthe town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $2,000.00 for a handicapped ramp to gain access to the Newbury Public
Library (By petition). Not recommended by the Board of Selectmen.
Motion to accept Article 19 was made and seconded. Discussion
followed.
Mildred White explained that the petitioners of this article are not
against the renovations, but would like a ramp to access the building now.
There are many conditions that require a ramp for accessibility. There are
15 Newbury residents with handicap plates and many more with the
walking disability placard. A ramp would make good use of the library.
When all renovations are done, the ramp can be removed and used at a
different location.
Bev Wolf commented that this is only a bandaid approach to the
problem. There is not room inside for movement.
Vote on Article 19: Majority against. Article 19 did not pass.
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Article 20: To see if the town will vote to accept 5,000 feet of High
Meadow Road at High Meadow subdivision, off Rollins Road. Subject to
approval of the Road Agent and the Board of Selectmen (By petition).
Motion to accept Article 20 was made and seconded. Discussion
followed.
Charlie Hirshberg explained that there are currently three residences
on the road. The base is recycled asphalt, which is firm surface. The road
will be paved prior to approval by the Board of Selectmen.
Dick Wright commented that according to Master Plan studies, the
Town should increase one employee and one truck for every ten miles of
road accepted.
Cynthia Nelson commented that Rollins Road has taken a beating by
the large trucks making many trips each day. The roads we already have
should be fixed first.
Marion Stalk, resident on High Meadow Road, commented that that
road is already used by the general public for walking, jogging, hiking, and
scenic views.
Jack Donovan, resident on High Meadow Road, commented that this
will be less than one mile of road.
Nancy Dickermann commented that the Town needs to think about
its current road conditions and consider the equipment and manpower
available.
Charlie Hirshberg commented that if you look at the lots that have
been built since the subdivision regulations have been updated, the
quality of the roads that are now built are much higher than in the recent
past. Better materials are used, and gentler grades are required.
Vote on Article 20: Majority in favor. Article 20 was adopted as read.
Results of Article 18: 37 Yes - 71 No
Article 18 did not pass.
Article 2 1 : To see ifthe town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $735.00 for the Kearsarge Area Council on Aging.
Motion to adopt Article 21 was made and seconded. Discussion
followed. Dick Martin, Director of the COA, explained that a description
of the purpose of the COA is on page 54 of the Town Report. The COA has
just completed a computer lab. There have been five computers donated.
Anyone over age 55 can take a computer course. The COA also helps with
transportation to and from doctors appointments. There are approxi-
mately 80 seniorswho seek assistance from the COA in one way or another.
Vote on Article 21: All in favor. Article 21 was adopted as read.
Article 22: To transact any other business that may legally come before
said meeting.
—88 —
Motion to adopt Article 22 was made and seconded. Discussion
followed.
Carl Christiansen suggested that the Town survey all of the dead trees
along our road ways and remove them. The accident involving the fallen
tree and the Police Officer in Dunbarton should come as a warning of the
dangers.
Selectman Thomas thanked Jim Therrien for serving as a member on
the Board of Selectmen.
Alice Lynn thanked all of the Town Officials for keeping the Town
running efficiently.
Vince Iacopino made a motion to adjorn. All in favor. Meeting

















Registered in the Town of Newbury, N.H.



































































I hereby certify that the above is correct according to the best of my
knowledge and belief.
Linda Champy, Town Clerk
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Marriages
Registered in the Town of Newbury, N.H.











































































































I hereby certify that the above is correct according to the best of my
knowledge and belief.
Linda Champy, Town Clerk
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DEATHS
Registered in the Town of Newbury, N.H.





































































































I hereby certify that the above is correct according to the best of my
knowledge and belief.
Linda Champy, Town Clerk
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EVERYBODY LOVES THE CHICKEN FARMER
The legend of the Newbury landmark, the Chicken Farmer Rock, has long captured the
hearts of the town. In 1 997, it became the center of a heated controversy and, in the process,
its fame has spread throughout New England.
For 25 years, the message, "Chicken Farmer I Still Love You, " has adorned a rock along
Route 103 just south of the town center. Painted in large white letters, the message has
intrigued and amused travelers and has been the source of much debate over who painted
it and to whom the declaration was addressed. Was it connected to a neighboring family
where there were, indeed, chickens in the yard? Or did it relate to someone far away? And
who was the persistent painter who renewed the message with gleaming fresh paint when
the brush threatened to obscure it? About ten years ago, this re-painting included the
addition of the word, "Still," indicating an undying devotion.
Then in April 1997, the Department ofTransportation received a complaint about this
"graffiti" on the roadside, and they dispatched workers to obliterate the message with red
paint. The response was swift and outraged. Within days the message had re-appeared on
the rock. In less than a day, nearly 200 signatures were collected on a petition to let the
message stand. The Board of Selectmen signed a proclamation to the Department of
Transportation asking them to leave the rock alone, and the DOT agreed.
The story ofNewbury's Chicken FarmerRock took on newlife. Its enduring mysteryand
declaration of devotion has been spread by the media, by souvenirs, and most recently, by
Yankee magazine. Their February 1998 issue named the Newbury Chicken Farmer Rock saga
"the best love story of 1997."
&oton of J^etoburp Mv fte J^oarb of Selectmen petition for Status <©uo
to tf)e i§>tate of jleto Hampshire department of ^Transportation
Whereas, Unknown parties have recently restored a much-esteemed notice on the southern
ledges adjacent to the highway on Route 103 in the Town of Newbury; and
Whereas, That message, declaring "Chicken Farmer I Still Love You" has become a
valued and historic legend in the Town; and
Whereas, That message has uplifted the spirits of travelers on Route 103 for more than
twenty years; and
Whereas, The impact of that message has been entirely positive during its lifetime; and
Whereas, The obliteration ofthat message has caused great consternation in the Town;
Now, Therefore, We, the Selectmen of the Town of Newbury in the State of New
Hampshire do hereby respectfully request the Commissioner of the Department of Trans-
portation to let this message of faith, love and endurance stand on the ledge on Route 103 in
the Town of Newbury.
Given at the Town Office this first day ofMay in the year ofour Lord, one thousand nine
hundred and ninety-seven.









ALL EMERGENCIES DIAL 911
FIRE DEPARTMENT (non-emergency) 763-4403
POLICE STATION (non-emergency) 763-4104
POLICE DISPATCH 763-2221
After calling for Emergency Help it is recommended that you turn on
all outside lights both during the day and at night to aid in locating
your residence. If possible have someone outdoors to meet the
responding units.
Selectmen's Office 763-4940
Monday Tues., Thurs., Fri
8:00 a.m. to Noon
Selectmen meet Monday evenings at 6:30
http://www.new-hampshire.com/newbury
Town Clerk
and Tax Collector's Office 763-5326
Monday 6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Tuesday - Friday 8:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Forest Fire Warden Dave Smith 938-5925
Town Highway Department 938-5494
Planning Board meets at 7:00 p.m. on the third Tuesday
ofeach month at the Town Office
Library 763-5803
Monday 2:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday 10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Saturday 10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Sunday Noon - 5:00 p.m.
NEWBURYTRANSFER STATION 763-2289
Monday 9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
Wednesday 1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Saturday 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Sunday 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
